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ABSTRACT
This final report summarizes a two year program to study the
major process variables associated with the manufacturing process for
sealed, nickel-cadmium, aerospace cells. Effort was directed toward
identifying the major process variables associated with a manufacturing
process, experimentally assessing each variable's effect, and imposing
the necessary changes (optimization) and controls for the critical
process variables to improve results and uniformity.
A critical process variable associated with the sintered
nickel plaque manufacturing process was identified as the manual forming
operation. Variability from this source was demonstrated in plaque thick-
ness, porosity and weight variations. The design, development and
imposition of a semi-automatic plaque forming system, 1) reduced plaque
thickness variation to ± 0.001 inches anywhere on a plaque and from
plaque to plaque, 2) reduced porosity variation to ± 0.3% anywhere on a
plaque and ± 0.5% from plaque to plaque, and 3) reduced weight variation
to ± 2.0% from plaque to plaque.
Ct-itical process variables identified with the positive elect-
rode impregnation/polarization process were impregnation solution temp-
erature, free acid content, vacuum impregnation, and sintered plaque
strength. The selection of high impregnation solution temperatures (200 0F),
low free acid content (1.0 gram nitric acid/liter), 0 vacuum during
impregnation, and high strength sintered plaques (600-800 lb/in3 compared
to 200-400 lb/in 3 suitable for the negative electrode impregnation/
polarization process) resulted in superior positive electrodes. Uniform
impregnation (0.8 - 0.9 grams/in2 , 0.028" thick plaque) positive
electrodes were produced requiring a minimum number of impregnation
cycles (4-5 cycles), exhibiting high active material utilization (95%
contributed to electrical capacity), and were free of surface defects
such as cracks, blisters, indication of flaking material, etc.
Positive and negative electrodes were identified as a-major
source of carbonate contamination in sealed cells. Without taking
special precautions during processing, storage and cell assembly, elect-
rodes could be assembled into cell with carbonate content in excess of
5% of electrode weight. However, it was determined contamination levels
could be controlled below 2% of electrode weight by: 1) maintaining
electrode materials under de-ionized water during process stand times,
2) thoroughly washing electrodes for a 16-24 hour period (pass sensitive
phenolphthalein test), 3) sealing of electrode materials in polyethylene
bags for both storage and shipment, and 4) storing electrodes and electrode
assemblies in inert atmosphere chambers during cell assembly stand times.
Parametric cells were manufactured to investigate process
variables at the cell level. This effort identified electrode active
material loading and additional electrode formation cycles as critical
process variables. Significantly reduced overcharge voltages were re-
corded for the parametric group incorporating 10 additional formation
cycles (1.465 versus typical 1.500 volts at 320F) and for the parametric
group incorporating the low loading levels of 0.5 - 0.6 gms/in 2 positive
and 0.7 - 0.8 gms/in2 negative active material (1.486 versus typical
1.500 volts at 320 F). Both parametric groups also exhibited improved
oxygen recombination rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION/CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of the following program was to study
the major process variables associated with manufacturing procedures for
the purpose of improving the reliability of the sealed nickel-cadmium
aerospace cell. The specific goals established were: (1) to identify the
major process variables associated with manufacturing procedures,
(2) to experimentally determine their effect upon the manufacturing process
and cell performance, and (3) to improve the overall manufacturing
process by the optimization and increased control of the cirtical process
variables. This latter step is to be implemented by the preparation and
imposition of manufacturing control documentation.
To facilitiate achievement of the above objective and goals,
the overall manufacturing process was divided into its major phases.
These areas were then individually subjected to study.
To summarize the areas selected for study, the more important
conclusions resulting from the separate studies are presented below.
A. Sintered Plaque Study
In this study, a statistical experiemntal design technique
(this technique is used in several studies of the program) was
used to assess the effects of the major process variables for
the purpose of increasing control where necessary to improve
uniformity of product. The process variables were evaluated
with respect to sintered plaque strength and void (porosity
or free volume).
--
1. Dewpoint (a measure of the strength of the sintering
furnace reducing atmosphere) exhibited the greatest
effect upon the process of the variables studies. Lower
dewpoints (increasing reducing atmosphere strength) in-
creased plaque strength and reduced void. A dewpoint
temperature setting of 25*F (versus 500 F) produced
strong plaques (500-800 lbs/in3) exhibiting 82-85% void.
2. Sintering furnace temperature exhibited the next great-
est effect upon the process. Higher temperatures in-
creased plaque strength and reduced void. A furnace
temperature setting of 1850*F (versus 1600 0 F) produced
plaques in the strength and void range indicated above.
3. The volume of reducing atmosphere passed through the
sintering furnace exhibited the next greatest effect
after furnace temperature. Greater volumes (800 versus
400 cu. ft./hr.) increased plaque strength and reduced
void.
4. Furnace belt speed (carry plaques through furnace) and
final cooling zones exhibited small effect upon the
process.
B. Semi-Automatic Plaque Forming System
Variability in sintered plaque thickness, void (porosity),
and weight observed in the above study was attibuted to the manual
plaque forming operation. The design, development, and in-
corporation of a semi-automatic plaque forming system into the
manufacturing process resulted in the following improvements
in sintered plaque uniformity:
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1. Plaque thickness of ±0.001 inch anywhere on a plaque
and from plaque to plaque.
2. Plaque void (porosity) of ±0.3% anywhere on a plaque and
±0.5% from plaque to plaque.
3. Plaque weight ±2.0 grams (typical plaque weight 90 grams)
from plaque to plaque.
C. Impregnation/Polarization Process Study
Utilizing statistical design experiments, a total of 21
process variables were evaluated with respect to plaque im-
pregnated pick-up weight, electrical capacity, and physical
characteristics (strength and appearance). In an optimization
of this process with respect to the above three responses, the
following critical process variable values were demonstrated
preferred:
1. High nickel nitrate solution specific gravity (1.800
versus 1.700)
2. Low cadmium nitrate solution specific gravity (1.800
versus 1.900)
3. Low nickel nitrate free acid content (1 gram versus
4 grams/liter)
4. High nickel nitrate solution temperature (200*F versus
140-F)
5. High cadmium nitrate solution temperature (140 0F versus
110F)
6. Longer impregnation time (one hour versus 15 minutes)
7. No vacuum during impregnation (0 inch versus 30 inches)
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8. NaOH as polarization solution (NaOH versus KOH)
9. High NaOH solution specific gravity (1.300 versus 1.200)
10. High NaOH solution temperature in positive process
(150*F versus 80*F)
11. Low NaOH solution temperature in negative process
(80*F versus 1500 F)
12. High polarization current (0.4 versus 0.1 amp/in2
13. Short polarization time in positive process (15 minutes
versus one hour)
14. Longer polarization time in negative process (one hour
versus 15 minutes)
15. High strength plaques in positive process (500-800
versus 200-400 lbs/in3)
16. Low strength plaques in negative process (200-400 versus
500-800 lbs/in3)
D. Formation Study
The statistical design experiment technique also found
application in the study of the impregnated plaque formation
(electrochemical cleaning) process. Three process variables
were evaluated with respect to final plaque impregnated pick-up
weight, electrical capacity, and physical characteristics
(strength and appearance). Again, optimizing this process with
respect to the above three responses, the following process
variable values were demonstrated preferred:
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1. A 200% (100% overcharge) charge cycle introduced over a
shorter period of time (4 hours versus 24 hours) is
preferred in the positive formation process.
2. A 110% (10% overcharge) charge cycle introduced over a
longer period of time (24 hours versus 4 hours) is preferred
in the negative process.
3. No significant effect could be attributed to a variation
in the specific gravity of the formation solution
(1.200 versus 1.400 KOH).
In addition to the statistical design experiments, an attempt
was made to evaluate the cleaning effect of the formation process
by subjecting plaque samples to emission spectrometry. However,
no variation in detected impurity levels could be discerned.
Finally, an evaluation of the formed plaque washing operation
demonstrated a period of 16 to 24 hours of continuous washing
was required to remove the residual caustic.
E. Single Plate Processing For Improved Process
Control and Traceability
The single plate processing concept (versus normal plaque
processing where a plaque contains a multiple of plates which are
cut from the plaque at the completion of the manufacturing process)
offered improved process control and traceability. The concept
considered small batch processing under laboratory type controls
and non-reuse of process chemicals. Individual plates would be
serialized at the sintering process stage and complete traceability
with respect to all plate characteristics would be maintained
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throughout the manufacturing process. This record of individual
plate characteristics (active material weight, electrical capacity,
etc.) would eventually be computerized for precise plate matching
for cell assembly.
Initial test runs on prototype equipment, however, revealed
the following mechanical problem which resulted in the termination
of this effort:
1. Regardless of the care taken, plate edges were damaged
during the manufacturing process.
2. Wherever the process holding fixture touched a plate, it
interfered with the subsequent impregnation/polarization/
formation processes. (In the normal process, the holding
fixture grips a plaque on its unused edges which are
subsequently trimmed.)
3. The necessity of permanently attaching (resistance welding)
the plate's electrical contact tab prior to processing
resulted in concern for the integrity of this connection.
(Electrical contact for normal processing is again made
to the plaque's unused edge with final plate tab attach-
ment being made after completion of processing.)
F. Separator Material Test Method Study
This area of study was concerned with various test methods
which may be effective in determining the suitability of a separator
material for use in sealed nickel-cadmium cells. The effective-
ness of a test method was evaluated with respect to its ability
to distinguish the measured parameter and the degree of confidence
which could be attached to its results.
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The following test methods demonstrated merit and are
recommended for inclusion in manufacturing control documentation.
1. Unit weight determination (density).
2. Thickness variations.
3. Tensile strength.
4. Wetting agent determination.
5. Wettability (wicking rate).
6. Electrolyte retention and absorbency.
7. Extractable organic content.
8. Inorganic analysis (emission spectrometry).
The following test methods were not recommended for inclusion
in manufacturing control documentation.
1. Scanning electron microscopy.
2. Organic analysis (infrared spectrometry).
3. Electrical resistance (DC method).
4. Classical wet chemical analyses.
G. Carbonate Contamination Study
A series of experiments demonstrated a major source of car-
bonate contamination of sealed nickel-cadmium cells is associated
with the positive and negative electrodes (carbonate contents as
high as 5% of total electrode weight were observed). These ex-
periments further indicated the most probable mechanism for con-
tamination of electrodes is by conversion of the respective active
materials by the following reactions.
Ni(OH)2 + CO2 -- NiCO3 + H20
Cd(OH) 2 + CO2  4 CdCO3 + H2 0
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Experiments conducted to reduce carbonate demonstrated con-
tamination in electrodes could be controlled below 2% of total
electrode weight by incorporation of the following steps
into the manufacturing procedure:
1. Maintaining electrode materials under de-ionized water
during any process stand time prior to final drying.
2. Washing electrodes during the final wash to pass the
sensitive phenolphthalein test (described in the For-
mation Process Study).
3. Immediate heat sealing of electrode materials in polyethy-
lene bags for both storage and shipment after the final
drying procedure.
4. Storing electrode and electrode assemblies in inert
atmosphere chambers during cell assembly stand times.
H. Auxiliary Assembly and Process Study
This area of investigation included three small studies of
cell auxiliary assemblies and processes. These studies were con-
cerned with ceramic-to-metal seal assemblies, the electrolyte
activation process, and cell gauge and valve assemblies.
1. To improve the reliability of the ceramic-to-metal seal
assemblies used in sealed nickel-cadmium cells, a com-
prehensive procurement specification controlling major
manufacturing parameters was prepared and incorporated
into the manufacturing control documentation. In addition,
a joint effort was undertaken with a vendor to improve
his basic seal design. Changes were made in the area of
design geometry, mating surface tolerance.reduction, and
selection of superior materials.
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2. An improved cell electrolyte activation system was
successfully designed and developed. The system is fast
and clean, offers a reproducible accuracy greater than
± 0.05%, and prevents contamination of the electrolyte
from CO2 in the atmosphere.
3. Testing of gauge and valve assemblies (these assemblies
are subsequently attached to cell for evaluation tests)
utilizing teflon tape as a connection sealant have
typically demonstrated a 25% unit leak attrition. An
evaluation of alternate sealants resulted in the selection
of a "Loctite" sealant, Grade AVV. Use of this sealant
reduced the gauge and valve assembly leak attrition from
25% to 5%.
I. Signal (Auxiliary) Electrode Study
A problem encountered with the use of the oxygen sensing,
teflonated, non-noble signal electrodes (signal used for charge
control purposes) is described as hysteresis of the signal pro-
duced (residual increase with cycling). In this study, mod-
ifications of the basic signal electrode design (design modifi-
cations were primarily concerned with different teflonation pro-
cesses) were evaluated to determine if the hysteresis effect
could be eliminated.
The results were not encouraging, the modifications evaluated
either depressed the signal produced to a level it would not be
useful or testing indicated the hysteresis effect was still present.
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J. Parametric Cell Study
In this final study of the program, process variables were
evaluated on the cell level by the introduction of manufacturing
parameter change associated with the cell electrodes. The
following parametric cell electrode parameter levels were se-
lected for this study:
Group I Low electrode loading. (Active material loading,
0.5-0.6 gms/in2 positive and 0.7-0.8 gms/in2
negative; normal formation cycles, three cycles)
Group II One formation cycle. (Moderate active material
loading, 0.7-0.8 gms/in2 positive and 0.9-1.0
gms/in 2 negative)
Group III Ten formation cycles. (Moderate active material
loading)
Group IV Vacuum dried electrodes. (Moderate active material
loading; normal formation cycles)
Group V High electrode loading. (High active material load-
ing, 0.9-1.0 gms/in2 positive and 1.1-1.2 gms/in2
negative; normal formation cycles)
Group VI Formation cycle reversal. (Moderate active
material loading; three formation cycles dis-
charged past active material exhaustion into
reserved gas evolution)
Primary characterization of the parametric cells will result
from cycle life testing at the (NAD) Crane test facility, Crane
Indiana. However, a few preliminary evaluation cycles prior to
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cell shipment permitted the following observations:
1. Cell charge voltage and pressure benefited from ten
formation cycles.
(Test Temperature 320F)
PV PP AH Capacity
Group II 1.515 80 25.4
Group III 1.465 9 22.5
However, additional formation cycles appeared to be
detrimental to high temperature charge efficiency.
(Test Temperature 950F)
AH Capacity
Group II 21.7
Group III 12.5
2. Low loading of electrodes also appears to benefit cell
charge voltage and pressure.
(Test Temperature 32*F)
PV PP
Group I 1.486 30
Group V 1.520 55
3. Vacuum drying of electrodes (after final washing operation)
adversely effected this parametric cell group's oxygen
recombination ability.
(Test Temperature 750F)
P_V PP AH Capacity
Group IV 1.442 100 26.5
Group V 1.432 35 26.4
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4. The charge efficiency associated with the level of electrode
active material loading appears to exhibit an optimum
range. Little or no additional capacity was achieved by
pushing the loading level up in Group V and the loss in
capacity associated with the low electrode loading level
in Group I is greater than that which could be attributed
to reduction in active material.
(Test Temperature 75'F)
AH Capacity
Group I 17.5
Group II 27.2
Group V 27.3
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SINTERED PLAQUE STUDY
A. Introduction
The study of the major process variables associated with the
nickel-cadmium cell manufacturing process was initiated with a
study of the sintered plaque manufacturing process. To identify
the major process variables, evaluate their process influence, and
evolve information useful for control and product improvement,
designed experiments were devised and implemented investigating
the various manufacturing steps.
The designed experiments were formulated around two standard
statistical techniques. A fractional factorial procedure was
utilized to design the experiments with respect to selection of
variables, order of performance, and magnitude of variable values.
The data resulting from the experiments was then treated to a
regression analysis to evaluate the results. Details of these
statistical procedures are presented in Appendix A of this report.
B. Background
The high energy density levels achieved with present nickel-
cadmium systems are primarily the result of sintered plaque techno-
logy. This technology permits the formation of electrodes which
exhibit an effective or active surface area many times greater than
the apparent surface area (that area defined by the over all
electrode dimensions).
High porosity sintered plaques are produced by either the
"slurry" process, in which the process material (pure nickel fili-
ments) is mixed with a carrier media and applied in a slurry form
or the "dry" process in which the process material is applied
directly. The work reported here is concerned with the dry process.
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In the dry process, a high porosity sintered plaque is formed
by the application of the pure nickel filiment material (controlled
particle size distribution) to a flat shallow mold in which is
previously introduced a current collecting substrate (nickel grid).
Excess material is manually raked off the mold leaving a thin sheet
of material within the mold and containing the substrate. The
mold assembly is transferred to a controllable speed belt which
moves the assembly through a reducing atmosphere, sintering fur-
nace and subsequent cooling zones. The sintering operation effects
bonding of the individual nickel filiments to each other and to
the substrate forming a strong, high porosity, highly conductive
sintered plaque. A reducing atmosphere is required to prevent
oxidation of the plaque material at the elevated temperatures.
C. Design Experiments
Table I lists the process variables selected along with the
levels used in the study.
Variable 3 may require additional explanation. Dewpoint, which
is a measure of water content in an atmosphere, determines the
strength of the sintering furnace reducing atmosphere. The higher
the dewpoint, the weaker the reducing atmosphere. As will be seen,
this variable exhibits a significant effect upon the manufacturing
process.
Two responses were considered in this design experiment. First,
the finished sintered plaque strength which was determined on the
"four point" bend tester shown in Figure P1 ) This instrument applies
a continuously increasing load upon a plaque sample to measure a
- 14 -
SINTERED PLAQUE DESIGN EXPERIMENT
FACTORIAL VARIABLES & DESIGNATION OF LEVELS
VARIABLES LEVEL AND DESIGNATION
(X Values)
1. Temperature 1600 - 1850 Degrees F
2. Belt Speed 6 - 12 Inches/Minute
3. Dewpoint 25 - 50 Degrees F
4. Atmosphere Amount 400 - 800 Cubic Feet/Hour
5. Bulk Density Measured, .870 ±+ .006 gms/cc
6. Plaque Spacing 0 - 16 Inches
7. Cooling Zone 75 - 175 Degrees F
RESPONSES (Y VALUES)
1. Plaque Strength (Yield Strength in lbs/in 3)
2. Plaque Void (Free Volume or Porosity Expressed as a
Percent of Total Plaque Volume)'
TABLE I
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yield or break point. The second response, plaque void, is a
measure of the free volume or porosity of the finished sintered
plaque. This value was determined by subtracting from the total
volume occupied by a plaque (plaque thickness x plaque area),
the volume consumed by the actual nickel matrix (plaque weight
x density of nickel).
D. Results
Table II presents the results of the regression analysis of the
design experiment data. The dewpoint variable exhibited an un-
expected strong effect upon the manufacturing process; this
variable was closely followed by the furnace temperature and
reducing atmosphere volume variables.
As a first step in the implementation of the results of the
Process Variable Program, the first three process variables listed
in Table II were the subject of increased manufacturing process
control.
To supplement the regression evaluation, samples of the
finished sintered plaques were subjected to a scanning electron
photomicrographic examination. This technique permitted a visual
evaluation of the sintered plaque quality and revealed a number
of interesting features.
Figures 2 and 3 are examples of the above effort. Figure 2
presents a well sintered plaque which exhibited both high strength
(525 lbs/in3) and high porosity (83.3% void) qualities. Figure
3 presents a plaque in which the process variable levels selected
resulted in insufficient sintering or bonding of individual
filiments. This plaque exhibited very low strength (250 lbs/in 3 ,
porosity 86.0%).
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SINTERED PLAQUE PROCESS STUDY
CONCLUSIONS
(1) Dewpoint exhibited greatest effect. Lower dewpoint
(25°F), higher strength (500-800 lbs/in3) and lower
void (82-85% void). Incorporate increased control.
(2) The next greatest effect was exhibited by sintering
temperature. Higher temperature (1850 0F), greater
strength and lower void. Incorporate increased control.
(3) Reducing atmosphere volume exhibited effect next in
magnitude. Higher volume (800 cu. ft./hr.), increased
strength and decreased void. Incorporate increased
control.
(4) Slow belt speed (6 in/min) produced plaques with high
strength and low void. High speed (12 in/min), just
the opposite.
(5) Cooling zone temperatures exhibited little effect
upon strength and void.
(6) Strength and void appear to be inverse linear functions.
TABLE II
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I. SEMI-AUTOMATIC PLAQUE FORMING SYSTEM
A. Introduction
In the preceding study, the strength and porosity of a plaque
was determined by punching out uniform 1 in. x 2 in. rectangular
sections (the sample size required by the four point bend tester)
from various areas of a plaque. The data resulting from the
measurement of these smaller samples was averaged and used to
characterize the parent plaque.
Significant variation was, however, observed between the samples
from a single plaque. A comparison of a number of plaque samples
indicated an inherent variability within any individual plaque
up to 2% with respect to strength and porosity. This variability
was primarily attributed to the manual plaque forming operation
with its reliance upon the human element.
To reduce this source of variability, the following program
was undertaken to design and develop a semi-automatic plaque
forming system.
B. Design Concept
The design concept basic to the subject program was to develop
a system to manufacture dry sintered nickel plaques to close repro-
ducible specifications. The target specifications were: 1)
plaque thickness of ±.001 inch anywhere on a plaque and from
plaque to plaque, 2) plaque porosity of ±.3% anywhere on a plaque
and ±.5% from plaque to plaque; and, 3) yield weights where 85%
of all plaques produced are within ±2.0 gm from plaque to plaque.
The above requirement dictated close machine tolerances, machine
stability, reproducibility of machine operations, and no manual
labor which would directly influence the manufacturing of the dry
- 21 -
plaque. These requirements lead immediately to semi-automated
system wherein only minimal handling was left to a human operator.
C. Development Program
At the onset of the development program the following design
goals were established: 1) the critical machine parts must be
within a tolerance of ± .001 inch, 2) adjustment capability must
be to within ± .0005 inch, 3) the supporting structure of the
critical parts must be non-flexing and isolated from vibration,
4) the moving precision parts must be protected from nickel-powder,
5) the machine should not be subject to environmental changes in
temperature; and, 6) the operation of the critical forming steps
must be automatic, free of human influence to the greatest extent
possible.
Figures 4 and 5 presents a photograph of the final configuration
of the plaque forming machine. To the right, beneath the control
panel, is shown a typical carrier platen which is used in conjunction
with the machine. The platen is approximately one foot square
and is fabricated from 0.031 inch thick 200 nickel sheet. Located
in the center of the platen is the nickel substrate screen. The
screen is cemented at the top with a fast setting glue. Prior
to joining the screen to the platen, the platen is flattened in
an impact press with automatic feed. The screen is processed
through a neoprene faced press during which a series of 60 1/8 inch
diameter embossed studs are formed into the screen. The embossings
hold the screen approximately .007 inch above the platen thus
- 22 -
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assisting in positioning the screen in the center of the sintered
plaque. The platen with the screen is inserted into the machine
underneath the two parallel bars. A ground steel table possessing
a circumferential O-ring seal is activated upward and firmly holds
the carrier platen against the underneath side of the parallel bars.
The ground table is connected to a vacuum pump. A vacuum is pulled
over the entire lower side of the carrier platen. This vacuum leads
to flattening the platen against the vacuum table. Next, the
storage hopper containing the nickel powder is lowered and a
predetermined quantity of nickel powder is automatically dispensed
at the upper end of the platen. The hopper automatically retracts.
There is now a narrow pile of nickel powder immediately in front
of the cross bar shown in the figures. This cross bar is mounted at
each end to bushing blocks which are carried on precision ground
shafting. The shafting is protected by shaft boots and each shaft
is positioned on adjustable waymounts. The shafts, cross bar,
parallel bars and vacuum table are thus located precisely to one
another ensuring the required dimensional control. Carried beneath
the cross bar are two semi-circular polished rods mounted parallel
to one another. The rear bar (not visible) determines the final
thickness of the unsintered plaque. The front bar is positioned
0.003 inch higher. On command of the machine operator, the cross
bar assembly is actuated forward. This motion pushes the nickel
powder across the platen and screen forming the unsintered plaque.
After the plaque is formed, the vacuum table drops. The operator
removes the carrier platen with the plaque and places it on the
belt of a three-zone sintering furnace. The cross bar is returned
- 25 -
to its rear position and the operator removes any nickel powder
from the vacuum table with a vacuum cleaner.
The machine is controlled employing a pneumatic logic system
which is interlocked with the various mechanical motions of the
machine. The machine is housed in a temperature controlled room
adjacent to the sintering furnace.
Several problems were encountered during the development,
three of which deserve comment. Ground alumina ceramic plates
were first tried as carrier platens. These lead to an excellent
quality of plaque, but repeated passes through the sintering furnace
resulted in grain growth and eventual fracture. A durable silicon
carbide platen would have eliminated this problem but such platens
were prohibitively expensive. The ultimate solution was the nickel
plates used in conjunction with the vacuum table. Dimensional
control is as good as that determined in the early use of
ceramic platens.
The first method of distributing the nickel powder was to sift
it onto the carrier platen and substrate screen. This procedure
resulted in porosity variations as high as ± 2% and a non-reproducible
weight of nickel powder layed down per unit area. The present method
of drawing a pile of nickel powder across the substrate screen
proved to solve both of the above problems and with interesting
results. Figure 6 presents a comparison of the "sift" method and
the "pile and draw" method. Shown is the thickness of the final
sintered plaque as a function of the net weight of nickel powder
layed down in a 2 inch 2 sample. The results reveal a clear linear
correlation between thickness and net weight of nickel powder layed
- 26 -
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down for the pile and draw method. The sift method has no clear
correlation. Further, the sift method gives a denser plaque for
a given weight of nickel powder as evidenced by the thinner plaque
for a given weight of nickel powder. Not shown in the figure is
the fact that the pile and draw method results in plaques having
a narrow porosity variation as well.
The necessity of embossing the substrate screen arose because
of too much of the screen being to one side of the finished plaque.
This situation caused the nickel sinter to easily delaminate from
the screen. Several ways were attempted to correct the problem;
however, the embossing procedure proved most successful.
D. Results
Visually the plaques produced by the machine look much the
same from plaque to plaque. The upper surface carries faint
streaks which are the result of the interaction of the long
grain nickel powder and the micro-characteristics of the surface
of the semicircular bars. These streaks are not, however, thick-
ness variations. The back side of the plaques reveal the position
of the emboss studs. Most of the substrate screen is surrounded by
nickel sinter as desired.
Figure 7 presents the number of plaques (cut to 10.5 in. x 9.5 in.)
as a function of plaque weight for two groups of plaques produced on
the machine. Of 1010 0.029 inch plaques, 89% were within ± 2.0 gms.
Of 403 0.021 inch plaques, 97% were within ± 2.0 gms. This
uniform weight characteristic is a direct result of the mechanics
of the pile and draw method previously discussed.
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Plaque strength is determined by the four point bending test
which provides a relative measure of sinter strength against an
arbitrary standard. Of the samples taken from 10 plaques designated
as negative plaques, the yield strength values ranged from 350
to 450 lbs/in3 against a desirable basic value of 200 lbs/in 3
Similarly, plaques designated as positive plaques showed a yield
3 3
strength ranging from 650 to 850 lbs/in , where 600 lbs/in is the
desirable basic value. The ranges were the result primarily of
different selected thicknesses rather than non-uniformity of the
plaque itself.
The day-to-day production yield of plaques within ± .001 inch
of a desired thickness is approximately 90%. The porosity var-
iation of the 1010 0.029 inch plaques previously mentioned
was from 85.0 to 85.7% for the particular furnace conditions
of the sintering process. The strength of the plaques as deter-
mined by a standardized break test exceeds the nominal requirements
applied to similar plaques manufactured by the manual method.
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IV. IMPREGNATION/POLARIZATION PROCESS STUDY
A. Introduction
The impregnation/polarization of the sintered plaques in
the process of forming electrodes was the next manufacturing area
subjected to study. In addition to the numerous process variables
selected for investigation which are normally associated with this
process, sintered plaque strength and porosity variables were
introduced into the study by the following procedure.
Three groups of sintered plaques were manufactured featuring
three strength and porosity levels. (See Section II, Third
Quarterly Report ( 3 ) )
Lot 151 Lot 152 Lot 153
Strength (lbs/in3 ) 525 250 400
Porosity (%) 83.3 86.0 85.7
Plaque samples from all three groups were then utilized in each
impregnation/polarization experiment.
B. Background
An impregnation/polarization process is the means by which the
active material of the nickel-cadmium couple is impregnated in
the porous sintered nickel plaque. In the Eagle-Picher process,
impregnation is accomplished by immersion of the unimpregnated
plaques in a hot, slightly acidic solution of either nickel or
cadmium nitrate. This operation is normally performed under a
vacuum. Polarization or the conversion of the electrically in-
active nitrate form of nickel or cadmium to the electrically
active hydroxide form is accomplished by immersion of the im-
pregnated plaques in a strong caustic solution (normally sodium
- 31 -
hydroxide) accompanied by the passage of a polarizing cathodic
current. The plaques are then washed in deionized water to re-
move the caustic solution.
The above operation is repeated until a predetermined amount
of active material impregnation is achieved. The impregnated
plaques are then subjected to an electrochemical cleaning or for-
mation operation in preparation to their fabrication into cells.
C. Experimental Procedure
To facilitate the study of this manufacturing phase, a scaled-
down production facility was established. Figure 8 presents a
portion of this facility including the impregnation/polarization
tanks (foreground), heated nitrate and caustic reservoirs (floor)
and rectifier banks (background). Care was exercised to assure
a representative scale-down in order that actual production
parameters could be evaluated.
Again, to evaluate the large number of process variables
associated with this manufacturing operation, the statistical
techniques described previously were used. Fractional factorial
experiments were designed investigating the selected process
variables at two (2) levels. Table III lists the selected var-
iables and their levels of investigation; in addition, the Table
lists the three (3) responses to be measured.
The impregnated pick-up weight (Response 1) is determined by
simply subtracting from the finished plaque weight the starting
unimpregnation sintered plaque weight. The electrical capacity
(Response 2) of plate samples removed from plaques was determined
by a standardized procedure. Individual plates were charged at
- 32 -
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IMPREGNATION/POLARIZATION DESIGN EXPERIMENT
FACTORIAL LEVELS
VARIABLES DESIGNATION NEGATIVE POSITIVE
(X Values)
1 Specific Gravity of Nitrate 1.800-1.900 1.700-1.800
2 Free Acid .2-.5 gm/. 1-4 gm/liter
liter
3 Temperature of Nitrate 110 0F-140?F 1400F-2000F
4 Time of Impregnation 15 Minutes -
1 Hour
5 Vacuum 0-15 Inches
6 Wash Time 10-30 Minutes
7 Wash (Number of Cycles) 1-3
8 Wash Water Temperature R.T. - 150 0F
9 pH of Wash Water Measured
10 Type of Caustic KOH-NaOH
11 Specific Gravity of Caustic 1.200-1.300
12 Temperature of Caustic 80oF-1500F
13 Amount of NH3 in Caustic Measured
14 Amount of CO2 in Caustic Measured
15 Amount of OH in Caustic Measured
16 Polarization Current .1-.4 Amps/sq.in.
17 Polarization Time 15 Minutes-1 Hr.
18 Voltage of Plaque to Ref. Electrode Measured
19 Amount of Cycles with Same Caustic 1-5
20 Number of Total Cycles Measured
21 Type of Plaque 3 Types
RESPONSES (Y Values)
1 Impregnated Pick-up Weight (Finished Weight-Starting Weight)
2 Electrical Capacity (C/2 Rate Discharge Capacity of Plate
Samples)
3 Plaque Characterization (Strength and Physical Appearance)
TABLE III
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a C/3 rate for 4 hours and discharged at a C/2 to a potential
of 1.00 volts in a flooded condition against sheet nickel counter
electrodes. Plaque characteriaation (Response 3) involved rating
plaques with respect to their physical attributes. High strength
plaques exhibiting a smooth uniform surface free of cracks or
blisters received a high rating. Plaques exhibiting one or more
of the above defects received a lower rating.
D. Results
With the completion of the required number of experiments, the
resulting data was subjected to a regression analysis. The sub-
sequent interpretation applied to the regression results was similar
to that used in the previous (sintered plaque process) study;
however, the emphasis in this case was on optimization. Instead
of concentrating on process variables which exhibit the greatest
effects for increase control and uniformity purposes (although
this information was determined and used), the regression data
was utilized to establish an optimized manufacturing process.
The following goals were established in the optimization of
the manufacturing process.
1. A manufacturing process which would result in the greatest
amount of impregnation for number of cycles.
2. A manufacturing process which would result in the highest
electrical capacity (efficiency) for impregnated material.
3. A manufacturing process which would result in high strength
plaques exhibiting uniform surface texture free of pits,
cracks and blistering.
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Table IV summarizes the regression analysis results. Process
variables not included in this summary did not, within the limits
of experimentation, exhibit a significant effect upon the process.
Incorporation of the indicated changes into the actual production
process proved so successful that they have become an integral part
of the manufacturing specifications.
Supplementing the above statistical efforts, the scanning
electrons photomicrographic technique was again utilized. The
following photomicrographs are representative of this effort.
Figures 9 and 10 represent positive plaques in which the
dominant process variable is the temperature of the nitrate or
impregnation solution. The smooth uniform impregnation associated
with Figure 9 was achieved with a high (2000F) nitrate temperature.
The rough, very nonuniform impregnation associated with Figure 10
resulted from the use of a low (1500 F) nitrate temperature.
Figure 11 presents plates hand cut from the above plaques (Figure
9 plaque on left, Figure 10 on right) showing the very visible
difference. This visual analysis technique then supports and helps
explain why the regression analysis indicated a higher nitrate
temperature would improve both Response 1 (impregnation amount)
and Response 3 (plaque physical characteristics).
Figures 12 and 13 represent negative plaques in which the
dominant process variable is polarization time. The large
crystalline structure associated with Figure 12 is the result
of a shorter (15 minutes) polarization time. The small crystalline
structure associated with Figure 13 is attributed to a longer
- 36 -
IMPREGNATION/POLARIZATION PROCESS STUDY
CONCLUSIONS
Preference indication in optimization process:
Variables
1 High specific gravity (1.800) preferred in positive
process, low (1.800) preferred in negative process.
2 Low free acid (1 gm/L) preferred in positive process.
3 High nitrate temperature (200 0F pos/1400F neg)
preferred.
4 Longer impregnation time (1 hour) preferred.
5 0 vacuum preferred.
10 NaOH preferred caustic.
11 High NaOH specific gravity (1.300) preferred.
12 High NaOH temperature (1500F) preferred in positive
process, low temperature (800F) preferred in negative
process.
16 High polarization current (0.4 amp/in2) preferred.
17 Short polarization time (15 min) preferred in positive
process, longer time (1 hour) preferred in negative
process.
21 High strength (500-800 lbs/in3), low void (82-84%)
plaques preferred in positive process; low strength
'200-400 lbs/in 3), high void (85-88%) plaques pre-
ferred in negative process.
TABLE IV
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POSITIVE PLAQUE, HIGH NITRATE TEMPERATURE, 1250 x MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 9
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POSITIVE PLAQUE, LOW NITRATE TEMPERATURE, 1250 x MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 10
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NEGATIVE PLAQUE, SHORT POLARIZATION TIME, 5000 x MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 12
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NEGATIVE PLAQUE, LONG POLARIZATION TIME, 5000 x MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 13
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(60 minutes) polarization time. The electrical capacity
(efficiency) per impregnated material for plates produced by
longer polarization process time normally exhibits a 10-15%
advantage over plates produced by shorter polarization times.
This advantage may be attributed to the increased surface area
exhibited by the smaller crystalline structure.
The observations again support the regression analysis se-
lection of a desired process variable level. In this case, longer
polarization times result in an improvement in Response 2 (plate
electrical capacity).
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V. FORMATION STUDY
A. Introduction
The formation process is the last stage in the positive and
negative electrode manufacturing operation and was selected as
the next area of study. Reliance was again placed upon fractional
factorial design experiments and regression analysis techniques to
design experiments and evaluate the major process variables asso-
ciated with this manufacturing process. In addition, the elec-
trochemical cleaning effect of the process and the final plaque
washing procedure were evaluated.
Information presented in this section has not previously been
published in the Quarterly Reports associated with the program
and will be covered in greater detail.
B. Background
After the impregnated plaques complete the impregnation/
polarization process (the former to deposit the respective nic-
kel and cadmium salts within the sintered plaques and the latter
to precipitate the electrically active hydroxide forms of the
material), the plaques are then normally subjected to a formation
procedure. The formation process primarily functions as an
electrochemical cleaning procedure. The impregnated plaques,
normally in a group, are subjected to a specified amount of over-
charge in a fresh KOH caustic solution; the subsequent evolution
of gas results in a cleaning effect on the plaque surfaces and
pores. The plaques are finally subjected to a very thorough
deionized water wash procedure.
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C. General Experimental Approach
The basic equipment used in the study is the same scaled down
production equipment utilized in the impregnation/polarization
study phase of the subject program. Photographs and a description
of this equipment are presented in Section III, C., Second
Quarterly Report (2)
The experimental approach for the formation process study
proceeded in the following four phases:
1. A fractional factorial design experiment was formulated
to study the selected process variables. The formation
process variables selected for study and their levels are
as follows:
a. Percent Charge - The levels selected are 110 and 200
percent charge (this corresponds to a 10 percent and
a 100 percent overcharge of test plaques). In all
phases of this work, the assumed capacity of both
plaques and individual plates is based upon total grams
of active material impregnated utilizing an efficiency
factor of 90% of theoretical for the positive material
and 60% of theoretical for negative material.
b. Specific Gravity - The levels of specific gravity
(concentration) of the KOH solution were set at 1.20
and 1.40.
c. Formation Time - The levels of time selected for the
introduction of the required percent charge (or
amount of over-charge) are 4 and 24 hours.
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All experiments were performed at room temperature. Table V
lists the process variable levels and responses to be measured.
Three (3) responses were selected for measurement in this phase
of the subject effort to characterize the formation process.
a. Grams Active Material - This is simply a measure of the
amount of active material remaining in the plaques after
completion of a formation experiment. The data is ob-
tained by subtracting the initial unimpregnated sintered
plaque weight from the final formed impregnated plaque
weight.
b. Plate Capacity - One plate was randomly selected from each
plaque in an experiment and its electrical capacity de-
termined in a flooded condition against sheet nickel
counter electrodes. A photograph of the equipment set-up
and the operating procedure is presented in Section V.,
Third Quarterly Report (3). Basically, the procedure
consists of charging a single plate, immersed in an
electrolyte solution between two counter electrodes, at
a C/3 rate for four (4) hours and then discharging at a
C/2 rate to a specified potential at which the useful
active material contained in the plate is assumed
exhausted.
c. Efficiency 
- This measurement is a direct function of the
previous two measurements, but expresses the data in
another form. The value -is the ampere-hour capacity per
gram of active material or the practical efficiency of the
impregnated active material.
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FORMATION PROCESS STUDY
DESIGN EXPERIMENT
FACTORIAL
VARIABLES LEVEL
(X VALUES)
0 1
1. Percent Charge 110 200
2. Specific Gravity 1.20 1.40
3. Formation Time (Hours) 4 24
RESPONSES
(Y VALUES)
1. Final Pick-Up Weight (Finished weight - starting weight)
2. Electrical Capacity (C/2 Rate discharge capacity of plate samples)
3. Plaque Characterization (Strength and physical appearance)
TABLE V
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2. The second phase of the experimental approach consisted
of a general physical characteriation of the plaques re-
sulting from the above experiments. Of concern in this
effort, were plaque surface appearance, color, strength,
etc.
3. In an attempt to evaluate the degree of cleaning effected
by the various formation experiments, samples of the re-
sulting plaques were subjected to a chemical analytical
procedure. A semi-quantitative spectrographic analysis
procedure was selected as this instrument was readily
available and lent itself to the performance of a large
number of experiments. It was believed the detection of
various elements in different concentration and their
subsequent reduction in the formation process would ren-
der comparative formation experiment data.
4. The last experimental approach involved-a study of the
final plaque washing procedure. Adequacy of the washing
process is normally ascertained by a measurement of the
pH of the wash water (a pH of 7.0 is the usual target).
In this work, several pH indicating materials were evaluated,
relative to their sensitivity in this function. With the
selection of an optimum indicator, the time dependent
relationship of washing to residual electrolyte con-
centration in the wash water was investigated.
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D. Positive Formation Experiments
1. Sample Preparation - In order to produce a uniform group
of impregnated positive plaques from which to select
samples for the various formation experiments, a sufficient
number of plaques were impregnated and polarized under
identical process conditions. The process conditions used
corresponds to a selected experiment performed during the
previous impregnation/polarization study (positive exper-
iment 5A, see Fourth Quarterly Report(4)). Table VI lists
the process variables controlled and their respective
values for the subject experiment. The plaques were sub-
jected to four (4) impregnation/polarization cycles and
the nominal unformed impregnation level was determined
to be approximately 60 grams of active material per plaque.
This value was used for determination of the various for-
mation current levels.
2. Experiments - A sample of three (3) impregnated plaques
were utilized in each formation experiment. Table VII
summarizes the results of performance of four (4) pos-
itive plaque formation experiments. The positive plaque
samples were characterized physically in the discharged
state.
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POSITIVE EXPERIMENT NUMBER 5A
VARIABLE LEVEL
1. Specific Gravity of Nitrate 1.70
2. Free Acid (Controlled By Addition of HNO3) 1.0 gms/liter
3. Temperature of Nitrate (In I/P Tank) 2000F
4. Time of Impregnation 1 Hour
5. Vacuum 0 Inches
6. Wash Time 10 Minutes
7. Wash (Number of Cycles) 3 Cycles
8. Wash Water Temperature Room Temperature
9. Type of Caustic NaOH
10. Specific Gravity of Caustic 1.30
11. Temperature of Caustic (In I/P Tank) 1500F
12. Polarization Current 0.4 amps/in2
13. Polarization Time 1 Hour
14. Amount of Cycles with Same Caustic 4 Cycles
15. Number of Total Cycles 4 Cycles
16. Type of Plaque Lot 151
TABLE VI
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TABLE NUMBER VII
POSITIVE FORMATION EXPERIMENTS
PROCESS VARIABLES RESPONSES
PERCENT CAUSTIC PROCESS CURRENT GRAMS ACTIVE PLATE CAPACITY EFFICIENCY PHYSICAL
EXPERIMENT CHARGE SP.GR. TIME (HRS) AMPS/IN2  PLAQUE MATERIAL AMP/HRS. A-H/GRAM APPEARANCE
1 67.8 3.10 0.244 Uniform black color, no
1 200 1.20 24 0.014 2 59.6 2.41 0.215 evidence of blistering or
3 57.2 2.55 0.238 flaking material.
2 110 1.20 4 0.044 1 56.7 2.40 0.261 Uniform black color, no
2 63.2 3.00 0.272 evidence of blistering or
3 61.5 3.00 0.277 flaking material.
3 110 1.40 24 0.008 1 59.6 2.47 0.250 Scattered greenish areas
2 60.3 2.47 0.250 mixed with normal black
3 60.7 2.55 0.252 color; no blistering or
flaking material.
4 200 1.40 4 0.078 Severe blistering and flaking of material resulted in the loss of
the plaques in this experiment.
E. Negative Formation Experiments
1. Sample Preparation - As was done with the positive plaques,
to produce a uniform group of impregnated negative plaques
from which to select samples, a sufficient number of
plaques were impregnated and polarized under identical
process conditions. The process conditions used again
corresponded to a selected experiment performed during
the previous impregnation/polarization study (negative
experiment 3, see Fourth Quarterly Report(4)). Table VIII
lists process variables controlled and their respective
values for the subject experiment. The plaques were
subjected to three (3) impregnation/polarization cycles
and the nominal unformed impregnation level was again
determined to be approximately 60 grams of active material
per plaque.
2. Experiments 
- In this second half of the formation process
study, three (3) impregnated plaques were also used in each
formation experiment. Table IX summarizes the results of
performance of four (4) negative plaque formation experi-
ments. The negative plaques were physically characterized
in the discharged state.
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NEGATIVE EXPERIMENT NUMBER 3
VARIABLE LEVEL
1. Specific Gravity of Nitrate 1.80
2. Free Acid (Controlled By Addition of HN03) 0.5 gms/liter
3. Temperature of Nitrate (In I/P Tank) 1400F
4. Time of Impregnation 1 Hour
5. Vacuum 0 Inches
6. Wash Time 10 Minutes
7. Wash (Number of Cycles) 3 Cycles
8. Wash Water Temperature Room Temperature
9. Type of Caustic NaOH
10. Specific Gravity of Caustic 1.30
11. Temperature of Caustic (In I/P Tank) 800F
12. Polarization Current 0.4 amps/in2
13. Polarization Time 1 Hour
14. Amount of Cycles with Same Caustic 3 Cycles
15. Number of Total Cycles 3 Cycles
16. Type of Plaque Lot 151
TABLE VIII
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TABLE NUMBER IX
NEGATIVE FORMATION EXPERIMENTS
PROCESS VARIABLES RESPONSES
PERCENT CAUSTIC PROCESS CURRENT GRAMS ACTIVE PLATE CAPACITY EFFICIENCY PHYSICAL
EXPERIMENT CHARGE SP.GR. TIME (HRS) AMPS/IN2 PLAQUE MATERIAL AMP/HRS. A-H/GRAM APPEARANCE
1 70.2 3.23 0.256 Light gray or whitish
1 200 1.20 24 0.014 2 70.5 3.18 0.243 color, no evidence of
3 69.0 3.31 0.262 blistering or flaking
material.
110 1.40 24 0.008 1 62.7 2.76 0.251 Very light whitish color,
2 2 58.9 2.90 0.268 rough surface, no blis-
3 61.1 2.92 0.278 tering or flaking material
110 1.20 4 0.004 1 68.7 2.67 0.226 Uniform gray, no evidence
3 2 71.8 3.12 0.232 of blistering or flaking
3 72.4 2.95 0.236 material.
200 1.40 4 0.078 1 54.3 2.30 0.247 Patchy light and dark gray
4 2 52.0 2.17 0.255 areas. No evidence of
3 50.0 2.25 0.230 blistering or flaking mate-
prial.
F. Results of Positive and Negative Formation Experiments
As in previous studies, the data resulting from performance
of the design experiments was subjected to a regression analysis
to determine the main effects of the selected process variables.
Using interpretive procedures similar to those previously described,
the results of the analysis were evaluated with respect to pro-
ducing desired response values. The following preselected response
values or preferences were selected for this study:
1. Parameter values which minimize the loss of active mat-
erial during formation are preferred.
2. Parameter values which maximized electrical capacity
(efficiency) of resulting electrodes are preferred.
3. Parameter values which maximize plaque physical charact-
eristics (see impregnation/polarization discussion) are
preferred.
The major results of the regression analysis are summarized
in Table X.
G. Electrochemical Cleaning Effect
1. To obtain a measure of the cleaning effect of the various
formation experiments, samples removed from the resulting
plaques were subjected to a semi-quantitative spectro-
graphic analysis. Table XI presents the results of this
effort.
The letter A associated with the plaque number designates
the spectrographic sample was removed from the raw sin-
tered plaque before impregnation/polarization. The letter
B designates the sample was removed after impregnation,
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FORMATION PROCESS STUDY
CONCLUSIONS
1. High percent charge (200) introduced over short period
of time (4 hours) is preferred with respect to electrical
capacity in the positive process; however, the potent-
ially destructive effect upon final pick-up weight and
plaque characterization limits this procedure and re-
quires strict control.
2. Low percent charge (110) introduced over a longer period
of time (24 hours) is preferred with respect to electrical
capacity in the negative process; in this case, plaque
characterization or electrochemical cleaning effect is
the limiting factor.
3. No significant effect could be attributed to specific
gravity of caustic.
TABLE X
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TABLE NUMBER XI
POSITIVE PLAQUE SEMI-QUANTITATIVE SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS (%)
EXPERI-
MENT PLAQUE Fe Mg Si Cu Al Ti Co Ca Cr Mn Cd
IA 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.0003 0.001 ND 0.0005 0.002 ND 0.0001 ND
lB 0.010 0.010 0.500 0.003 0.001 0.006 2-3 0.040 0.030 0.0002 ND
iC 0.010 0.003 0.040 0.003 0.002 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.002 0.0002 ND
2A 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.0005 0.001 ND 0.0005 0.010 ND 0.0001 ND
1 2B 0.010 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.030 0.0002 ND
2C 0.010 0.001 0.020 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.002 0.0002 ND
3A 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.0005 0.003 ND 0.0005 0.010 ND 0.0001 ND
3B 0.010 0.004 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.030 0.0002 ND
3C 0.010 0.004 0.040 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.002 0.0002 ND
IC 0.005 0.005 0.020 0.002 0.002 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.002 0.0002 ND
2 2C 0.002 0.003 0.020 0.002 0.002 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.0005 0.0001 ND
3C 0.005 0.004 0.020 0.002 0.002 0.006 2-3 0.010 0.0005 0.0002 ND
3C 0.010 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.006 2-3 0.030 0.002 0.0002 ND
3 2C 0.010 0.005 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.030 0.002 0.0002 ND
3 2C 0.010 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.030 0.002 0.0002 ND
____ 3C 0.010 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.006 2-3 0.030 0.002 0.0002 ND
but before formation. The letter C designates the sample
was removed after the completion of the formation
experiment.
Observing the spectrographic data, it is difficult to
detect any significant trends (contaminate reduction)
associated with the various formation experiments. It
appears this particular analytical technique is of little
value for evaluating the cleanliness of the positive
plaques resulting from the formation experiments.
2. To obtain a measure of the cleaning effect of the various
negative formation experiments, samples were again removed
from the resulting plaques and subjected to a semi-
quantitative spectrographic analysis. Table XII presents
the results of the effort for the negative formation
experiments plaques. Again, the letters A, B, and C
designate where samples were removed from the process.
Observing the spectrographic data, it is again difficult
to detect any significant trends (contaminate reduction)
associated with the various formation experiments. As
was evident in the positive formation phase of this work,
this particular analytical technique is of little value in
evaluating the cleanliness of the negative plaques re-
sulting from the formation experiments.
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TABLE NUMBER XII
NEGATIVE PLAQUE SEMI-QUANTITATIVE SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS (%)
EXPERI-
MENT PLAQUE Fe Mg Si Cu Al Ti Co Ca Cr Mn Cd
IB 0.010 0.060 0.003 0.003 0.002 ND 0.001 0.007 0.002 0.0002 10-20
iC 0.010 0.060 0.500 0.003 0.002 ND 0.001 0.010 0.010 0.0002 10-20
1 2B 0.010 0.060 0.003 0.003 0.002 ND 0.001 0.010 0.004 0.0002 10-20
2C 0.010 0.060 0.300 0.002 0.002 ND 0.001 0.010 0.004 0.0002 10-20
3B 0.010 0.080 0.003 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.0002 10-20
3C 0.010 0.080 0.'300 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.030 0.004 0.0002 10-20
IB 0.020 0.080 0.010 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.005 0.010 0.0002 10-20
iC 0.020 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.040 0.010 0.0002 10-20
2 2B 0.020 0.080 0.020 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.0002 10-20
2C 0.020 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.010 0.010 0.0002 10-20
3B 0.020 0.080 0.010 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.003 0.0005 0.0001 10-20
3C 0.020 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.010 0.010 0.0001 10-20
lB 0.010 0.080 0.003 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.0007 10-20
1C 0.010 0.080 0.005 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.030 0.004 0.0002 10-20
3 2B 0.010 0.080 0.003 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.0002 10-20
2C 0.010 0.080 0.005 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.030 0.010 0.0002 10-20
3B 0.010 0.080 0.003 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.0002 10-20
3C 0.010 0.080 0.005 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.020 0.002 0.0002 10-20
lB 0.010 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.002 0.030 0.0005 10-20
iC 0.010 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.020 0.030 0.0005 10-20
4 2B 0.020 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.007 0.010 0.0002 10-20
2C 0.020 0.080 0.050 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.030 0.010 0.0002 10-20
3B 0.020 0.080 0.100 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.007 0.010 0.0005 10-20
3C 0.020 0.080 0.050 0.003 0.003 ND 0.001 0.030 0.010 0.0005 10-20
H. Formed Plaque Washing Study
1. Indicator Evaluation - Normally to determine the adequacy
of the washing procedure, the pH of the wash water is per-
iodically measured. If the pH value can be lowered to
approximately 7.0 (neutral), it is assumed the basic
electrolyte solution used in the previous formation process
has been removed from the plaques.
It is common to effect this measurement with "pH paper"
possessing the desired pH transitional range (normally
pH range 7.0 - 9.0). Both this type of indicator plus
a liquid indicator of approximately the same pH tran-
sitional range (phenolphthalein, pH range 8.0 - 10.0) were
used in the preceding formation experiments to evaluate the
adequacy of wash.
After the first test of the two indicators, it was readily
apparent the liquid indicator was far more sensitive than
"pH paper". After washing plaques for a period of 4 - 6
hours, the pH paper used gave a negative indication
(indication pH of solution has been lowered past indicator
range); it required approximately 20 more hours of washing
of the same plaques to obtain a negative indication with
the liquid indicator. In addition, the sensitivity of
the "pH paper" appeared to be function of its physical
condition ( age, exposure to the atmosphere, etc). It was
decided to use phenolphthalein indicator in all further
work.
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2. Quantitative Wash Study - The following experiment was
devised to quantitatively measure the reduction in caustic
content of impregnated plaques with respect to the degree
of wash (length of time). The wash operation selected
for investigation is the wash cycles following the formation
process. This particular operation is important for,
at this point, the finished impregnated sintered plaques
are dried and stored exposed to the atmosphere until
ready for use in cells. If residual caustic remains, it
rapidly absorbs carbon dioxide from the atmosphere with
the production of the corresponding carbonate.
CO2 + 2 OH-4 CO3 + H20
Carbonate has been reported to exhibit a deleterious ef-
fect when present in sealed nickel-cadmium cells (6).
The final plaque washing operation associated with Negative
Formation Design-Experiment No. 3 and 4 (see Section V,
E, this report) was used in this investigation. After
completion of the formation process, the plaques normally
remain in the formation tank. Deionized water is then
introduced and allowed to over-flow continuously (flow
rate 0.1 gpm) until washing is complete.
During the above washing operations, samples for analysis
were collected on an hourly basis by the "last drippings
method" from a randomly selected plaque. In this pro-
cedure, a plaque is removed from the wash and held at an
angle which results in one corner of the plaque being the
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lowest point. The wash water run off is allowed to con-
tinue until it has been reduced to a slow drip. A 2 ml
sample is then collected in a pharmaceutical 15 ml graduate.
One drop of phenolphthalein indicated (pH range 8.0 - 10.0)
is added to the collected sample. A quantitative deter-
mination of the caustic content of the sample is then
conducted by means of a neutralization tritration method.
The 2 ml sample is titrated with a 0.01N HC1 standard
solution. The accepted end point is determined by the
last drop of standard solution required to change the red
colored sample solution to the colorless state.
The results of the analysis are calculated in normality and
are represented graphically in Figure No. 14.
In observing the graph, it is noticed there is a rapid
decrease in the content of the caustic within the first
few hours of the wash operation. For example, based on
a starting normality of approximately 7.0, there is a
99.98% reduction in the caustic content of the plaque
within the first hour of wash. It is further observed
that associated with the graph, there is a sharp break
in the slope of the curve at approximately four (4)
hours of wash. Washing beyond this point resulted in
a very gradual reduction in the residual caustic content.
It was necessary to continue the wash operation for 24
hours to reach a point where the addition of indicator
to a 2 ml sample resulted in no color change. The
sample is assumed to have a pH of 8.0 or less under
these conditions.
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DECREASE IN KOH CONTENT WITH RESPECT TO WASH TIME
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It might seem feasible, based upon these experimental
results, that since the residual caustic has been tremen-
dously reduced in the first few hours of washing, the
extended period of wash to pass the phenolphthalein test
would not be necessary. However, there is a question,
unanswered by this experiment, as to whether the reduction
in pH represents an actual reduction of the caustic
content of the plaques or reflects a reduction in the
diffusion rate of the caustic from the interstices of the
plaque matrix. It is possible a considerably higher volume
of caustic is present in the plaquesthan is indicated by
subject analytical procedures, and is only removed by
diffusion into the wash water at a very low rate (the
very gradual reduction or graphic plateau observed after
4-5 hours of washing in Figure 14 may be evidence of a low
diffusion rate equalibrium). It is believed that a con-
servative approach to the selection of a procedure to
evaluate the adequacy of the formation washing process
dictates the requirements of passing the phenolphthalein
test.
. Summary of Results
i. In the positive plaque formation (electrochemical cleaning)
process, a superior active material electrical efficiency
factor and cleaning effect was obtained with a low charge
percent (110% of the active material capacity versus 200%)
introduced in a short period of time (4 hours versus 24).
The improved results are attributed to the cleaning and
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activation effect of the higher gas evolution associated
with the higher formation current density (0.044 amps/in2 )
imposed by the above combination.
2. The improvement in the positive plaque characteristics by
use of higher formation current densities is severely limited.
A formation current density of 0.078 amps/in2 (200% charge
introduced in a 4 hour period) resulted in the destruction
of the positive plaques.
3. There does not appear to be any advantage in the use of
more concentrated caustic solutions (1.20 specific gravity
KOH versus 1.40 specific gravity) in the positive plaque
formation process.
4. With respect to active material efficiency, superior
results were obtained in the negative plaque formation pro-
cess by the use of a lower charge percent (110% versus 200%)
introduced over a longer period of time (24 hours versus 4).
However, the low formation current density (0.008 amp/in2)
associated with this combination did not appear to effect
sufficient plaque cleaning.
5. The use of a higher formation current density (0.044 amp/in2,
combination of 110% charge for 4 hours) resulted in a sig-
nificant improvement of the cleaning effect of the pro-
cess. But, as was the case in the positive process, al-
though not to the same extent, there is a somewhat low
limit to the current density which may be employed. A
formation current density of 0.078 amp/in 2 (200% charge,
4 hours) resulted in a considerable loss of impregnation
active material from the negative plaques.
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6. The use of a more concentrated caustic solution (1.40
specific gravity KOH versus 1.20 specific gravity) in
the negative plaque formation process appears to result
in the increased solubility of the active material and a
subsequent small loss of the impregnated material in the
negative plaques.
7. The use of liquid "phenolphthalein" pH indicator offers
a considerably more sensitive test for the evaluation of
the adequacy of the positive and negative plaque washing
procedure in comparison to the use of "pH paper".
8. A quantitative measurement of the degree of wash (pH
reduction of the wash water, "last drippings" method)
indicates the bulk of the residual caustic content of
the plaques is removed in approximately the first four (4)
hours of washing. A long plateau in the reduction curve
is then experienced requiring a total wash period of
approximately 24 hours to achieve a negative phenolphthalein
indication.
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VI. SINGLE PLATE PROCESSING FOR IMPROVED PROCESS
CONTROL AND TRACEABILITY
A. Introduction
The concept of single plate processing to improve process
control and traceability evolved from the previous related man-
ufacturing process studies under the subject program, and was
considered for application in an on-going design and development
program for a large (100 ampere hour) nickel-cadmium cell. The
large plate size used in this design made the single plate pro-
cessing concept practical.
The concept involved a relatively new and improved process
which was not an original part of the Process Variable Study
Program Plan.
B. Background
In the normal manufacturing process, a sintered plaque
(approximate dimensions 10" x 11" x 0.030") is coined forming a
multiple of plates on a single plaque. The coining die is de-
signed so the plate area does not extend to the edge of the
plaque. An approximate 0.5" deep strip is left around the plaque
to which an electrical connection and a plaque holding fixture is
secured for the subsequent processing operation. This strip area
is eventually discarded.
After the plaque completes the impregnation/polarizations/
formation processes (plaques are processed in large groups), the
individual plates are cut from the parent plaque leaving a small
(0.030") coined edge around the plate for strength. To make an
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electrical connection to the individual plates, a small tab area
on the plate (introduced during the coining operation) is cleaned
of impregnated active material and a nickel lead resistance welded
to this cleaned area. The plate assembly is then ready for fab-
rication into a cell.
C. Single Plate Processing Concept
The single plate processing concept considers a large in-
dividual serialized plate rather than multi-plate plaque as the
processing entity. This procedure would permit complete trace-
ability and identification of pertinent plate characteristics
from sintering furnace to cell assembly.
The final plate is punched from a sintered plaque prior to
the impregnation process and a permanent nickel lead resistance
weld to the tab area. The ability to perform this resistance weld
at this point to a pure nickel surface is an additional advantage
of the single plate process. The plate assembly, with its initial
weight recorded, is then carried through the impregnation/polar-
ization/formation processes.
Formation of individual plates rather than plaques results in
other important advantages for the single plate process system.
The charge and discharge cycles associated with this operation
permits determination of individual plate electrical capacities.
This information-would then be recorded and identified with the
plate. The finished weight of the plate assembly after completion
of the formation process minus the recorded initial weight renders
an exact record of the amount of active material contained in
each plate.
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The single plate processing system then, in addition to
producing the normal record of information including processing
data, plate thickness, and total plate weight, would produce a
record of exact amount of active material and electrical capacity
for each plate. It was envisioned this data would eventually be
computerized and used for plate selection and matching to produce
highly uniform cell plate groups.
Finally, in the planning stage for the above system, it was
elected to take the process one step further and introduce small
batch processing. This concept included the design of specialized
equipment which would accommodate small batches of plates
(approximately 100 plates) and minimize the amounts of process
solutions required in each operation. The solutions would then
be discarded after each cycle eliminating the potential of con-
tamination from reuse (the relatively expensive active material
impregnation solution are normally used repeatedly).
D. Single Plate Processing Equipment
A die was developed that would coin and cut a plate in a two-
stage, single operation. The plate produced in this manner was
uniformly spaced within the coined edges and was of an exact
size so that unit weight comparisons could be made and the plate
could be processed with the tab that would stay with it in the cell.
The plate processing equipment was setup with a monorail hoist
facilitating intra-tank material transfers for eventual automated
operation. The preliminary equipment (shown in Figures 15 and 16)
consisted of a vacuum impregnation tank (on table, second tank
foreground), polarizing tank (on table, background), formation
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SINGLE PLATE PROCESSING SYSTEM
FIGURE 15
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and wash tank (not shown), and batch storage tanks (background).
A processing rack (on table, first item foreground) designed to
provide individual control of each electrode is used to transfer
plate groups from tank to tank for processing. The equipment was
designed to use a master batch of nitrate for impregnation and
master batches of caustic for polarization and formation. All
parameters that are controllable would be controlled and
identical for all plates in a run. The materials used would not
be returned to the storage tank so that the purity and consistency
could be maintained. Polarization and formation was to have
been performed with a recording monitor on the individually
adjustable current and voltage inputs to each plate to improve
uniformity and facilitate measurement of electrical capacities.
E. Results of Initial Experiments
Initial trial runs performed to evaluate the system revealed
several severe problems. Regardless of the care exercised in
handling the individual plates during processing, damage still
frequently occurred to plate edges. The advantage of having an
unused strip around the plaque (multi-plate process) which is
discarded after completion of the process appears to be very
important.
Several plate holding fixture designs were evaluated, but a
recurring problem could not be resolved. Wherever a fixture touched
or gripped a plate, an outline or shadow was left on the finshed
product indicating the member interfered with one or more of the
manufacturing processes.
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Finally, the extensive handling to which the plate assembly
is subjected during the various processes resulted in some re-
servation about the early attachment of the permanent nickel
lead. The resistance welded connection could be weakened by the
excessive handling and the plate assembly fabricated into a
cell without knowledge.
Solutions considered for the above problems incorporated one
or more features of the original multi-plate plaque process system
and nullified the advantages of the single plate processing con-
cept. A decision was made to discontinue the expenditures of
resources and funds for the single plate processing program.
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VII. SEPARATOR MATERIAL TEST METHOD STUDY
A. Introduction
Leaving the electrode process phases of the nickel-cadmium
manufacturing process, the next area selected for study is con-
cerned with the separator materials used in the fabrication of
cells. The specific objective of this area of study was the
evaluation of separator material test methods which may be ef-
fective in determining the suitability of a material for use in
sealed nickel-cadmium cells. To determine the effectiveness of
the various test methods, the tests were evaluated with respect
to their ability to distinguish the measured parameter and the
degree of confidence which may be attached to the results.
Approximately half of the planned effort for this study was
completed and published in a Quarterly Report. The remaining
unpublished half will be emphasized in the following sections.
B. Background
The first half of the separator study was published in detail
in the Fifth Quarterly Report (5) . During this phase, the following
list of separator materials was compiled from which separator
materials were selected for the subsequent test evaluation.
NON-WOVEN NYLON
1. Pellon 2505 ML; (0.013-0.017 thickness) supplied by Pellon
Corporation, 221 Goshson Street, Lowell, Massachusetts,
01852.
2. "Lyonel" (unit weight 2 ounces/sq. yard) supplied by
Howard Textile Mills, Inc., 65 West 36th Street, New York,
New York, 10018.
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NON-WOVEN POLYPROPYLENE
1. FT-2140, supplied by Pellon Corporation.
2. WEX-1242, supplied by GAF Corporation, Industrial Products
Division, Glenville Station, Greenwich, Connecticut, 06830.
3. "Microweb" Micropolypropylene, supplied by Hercules
Incorporated, Fiber and Film Department, Post Office
Box 12145, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 27709.
WOVEN POLYPROPYLENE
1. "100% Woven Cloth Polypropylene", supplied by Howard
Textile Mills, Inc.
Three test methods were evaluated during the first phase
of the study.
1. Scanning electron microscopy was used in a detailed
visual examination of several separator materials. The
technique revealed considerable simularity in structure
and filiment size for both the non-woven nylon and poly-
propylene materials with one exception. The Hercules
"microweb" material exhibited an unusually different struct-
ure and filiment size (see Figures 18, 19 and 20). A
form of contaminate associated with the filiments of the
Pellon 2505 ML nylon material was also observed.
As a separator material test method, scanning electron
microscopy would appear to be of limited value. Little
difference could be discerned between most of the separator
material examined.
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2. Infrared spectrometry was utilized in an attempt to
identify extractable organic constituents associated with
the different separator materials. An extraction performed
on the Pellon FT-2140 material using carbon tetrachloride
as the solvent produced an absorption band identifying an
organic constituent similar to a fatty acid such as soy-
bean oil or linseed oil. Methanol extractions performed
on this and several other separator material did not
produce an identifiable absorption band.
This test method was further evaluated during the following
second half of the separator material study and comment
will be reserved until that section.
3. Classical wet chemical analyses and emission spectrometry
methods were used in attempt to identify both qualitatively
and quantitatively inorganic impurities associated with the
various separator materials. The results of the analyses
performed indicated a rather high Zn and Ti impurity
level (1000 and 500 ppm respectively) associated with the
Pellon 2505 ML material and a high Ti impurity level
(500 ppm) associated with Howard Textile Mills "100%
Woven Cloth Polypropylene".
Additional use of these test methods is also made in the
following second half of the study and comment will again
be reserved until that section.
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In addition to the above test method evaluation, consideration
was given to the gas permeability of the various separator mat-
erials. For adequate recombination of oxygen gas in the sealed
nickel-cadmium overcharge operational mode, the gas permeability
of the separator material is believed to be an important attribute.
To evaluate this test method, the instrument presented in Figure 17
was purchased.
The instrument is an Air Flow Tester, No. 9025, purchased from
Testing Machines, Inc., 400 Bayview Avenue, Amityville, L.I.,
New York, 11701. The instrument is capable of measuring the
permeability of fabrics in accordance with ASTM Test No. D-737.
Delay in receipt of this instrument prevented a discussion of
evaluation in this report; however, it is intended to incorporate
the instrument into our normal quality control procedures for
acceptance of separator materials.
C. Separator Material Test Methods
The Third Quarterly Report (3) under the subject program con-
tained a separator material specification (EPI Document EP-MS-118)
which defined a number of physical and chemical tests methods
suggested by NASA/GSFC Specification S-716-P-23 (7) to be con-
ducted on separator materials used in sealed nickel-cadmium cells
for spacecraft applications. The second half of the separator
material study was consumed in an evaluation of these test methods.
The following test were performed in the order listed:
1. Unit Weight Determination
2. Thickness Variation
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IVA
AIR FLOW TESTER NO. 9025
FIGURE 17
3. Tensile Strength
4. Wetting Agent Determination
5. Wettability (Wicking Rate)
6. Electrolyte Retention and Absorbency
7. Electrical Resistance
8. Extractable Organic Content
9. Organic Analysis (Infrared Spectrometry)
10. Inorganic Analysis (Emission Spectrometry)
In the evaluation of the above test methods, the original
lists of separator materials was reduced to three. The new list
included Pellon 2505 ML, Lyonel, and Microweb. At least two of
these materials were selected in the evaluation of each test
method.
D. Test Procedures and Results
1. Unit Weight Determination
a. Procedure: Cut Samples 10 cm x 10 cm such that no
feathered edges are included. Weigh each sample to
the nearest tenth of a milligram. Compute weight
for one square meter.
b. Results:
1. Lyonel
Sample 1 0.6722 gm
Sample 2 0.7774 gm
Sample 3 0.6630 gm
Mean gm/m2 69.4
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2. Pellon 2505 ML
Sample 1 0.06505 gm
Sample 2 0.06509 gm
Sample 3 0.06492 gm
Mean gm/m2 64.2
c. Discussion: In spite of the similarity in unit weight,
the materials are quite different in appearance. The
fibers of Lyonel are more coarse and "swirled" in
orientation. Individual filaments are visible to
the unaided eye. Fibers of Pellon 2505 ML appear smal-
ler and are apparently more randomly oriented.
Figures 18, 19 and 20 present scanning electron photo-
micrographs of the three separator materials contained
in the reduced list (note also difference between
Microweb and the two materials discussed above).
2. Thickness Variation
a. Procedure: Determine thickness at one (1) inch inter-
vals along the roll direction for a total of ten (10)
determinations, using an Ames Model 262 Dial Micrometer.
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PELLON 2505 ML 750 X MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 18
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LYONEL 750 X MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 19
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MICROWEB 625 X MAGNIFICATION
FIGURE 20
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b. Results:
THICKNESS VARIATION
Pellon 2505 ML Lyonel
1. 0.018 inch 0.012 inch
2. 0.018 0.011
3. 0.018 0.011
4. 0.017 0.012
5. 0.018 0.012
6. 0.018 0.011
7. 0.018 0.013
8. 0.018 0.012
9. 0.019 0.012
10. 0.019 0.012
Test Instrument: Ames Model 262 Dial Micrometer
c. Discussion: The values exhibited for Pellon 2505 ML
are greater than the usual values of .013"-.017".
Thickness of both materials was found to be consistent
in the range of values presented.
3. Tensile Strength
a. Procedure: Cut test specimens 12.7 x 2.5 cm. Clamp
specimen in tensile tester with an initial grip separ-
ation of three (3) inches. Apply load at constant rate
of travel of three (3) in/minute. At break record load
(Ibs), grip separation (L2), and sample thickness (T2).
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b. Results:
Tensile
Strength Percent
Sample No. L(in) in) Lad(lbs PSI Elongation
1. Lyonel
1 3.81 0.008 22.0 2750 27.0
2 4.87 0.010 26.0 2600 59.7
3 4.50 0.011 25.0 2270 50.0
4 4.37 0.010 23.0 2300 45.7
5 4.37 0.012 22.5 1875 45.7
2. Microweb
1 4.00 0.0072 0.25 34.7 33.0
2 4.56 0.0083 0.25 30.1 52.0
3 4.16 0.009 0.50 55.6 38.7
4 3.97 0.010 0.25 25.0 32.3
5 3.84 0.009 0.50 55.6 28.0
6 3.91 0.008 0.50 62.5 30.3
3. Pellon 2505 ML
1 4.37 0.011 9.00 813 12.3
2 4.94 0.009 7.75 861 31.3
3 4.28 0.009 8.75 923 8.8
4 4.41 0.009 9.25 1021 13.7
5 4.37 0.009 9.25 1021 12.3
6 4.44 0.009 8.75 923 14.7
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4. Wetting Agent Determination
a. Procedure: Place a standard sized sample of material
in a pint glass jar. Fill the jar approximately one-
half full with 1.30 specific gravity electrolyte.
Seal the container and agitate. Allow jar to set for
one (1) minute and examine for foam. Foam indicates
the presence of wetting agent.
b. Results and Discussion: Pellon 2505 ML, Lyonel,
and Microweb displayed negative results. This test
is for wetting agents as such and will not reveal the
presence of several of the organic contaminants found
in some separator materials.
5. Wettability (Wicking Rate)
a. Procedure: Cut Samples 12.7 x 2.5 cm. Clamp specimen
such that lower one inch immersed in 1.30 specific
gravity electrolyte. Record electrolyte travel rate
and plot to suitable scale on graph paper.
b. Results: Figure No. 21 presents test data for Lyonel
and Pellon 2505 ML. The wicking rate of Lyonel is
minimal as compared to Pellon 2505 ML. This suggests
that a much greater soak time would be required for
a cell employing this separator. This subjective test
does indicate gross differences in wettability of
materials. It is noteworthy that it is now routine
to require a minimum soak of 16 hours prior to any
electrical testing of spacecraft cells.
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6. Electrolyte Retention and Absorbency
a. Procedure: Cut test specimens 6.5 cm x 2.5 cm and
weigh each to the nearest tenth of a milligram. Allow
to soak for three (3) hours in a sealed pint glass jar.
Remove sample and hold vertically, allowing a one-
minute "drip off" period; determine and record total
weight. Calculate percent retention or absorbency.
b. Results:
1. Lyonel Sample 1 Sample 2
Wet Weight 3.4625 Wet Weight 3.5765
Dry Weight 0.7274 Dry Weight 0.7201
KOH 2.7351 2.7564
Retention 379% 382%
2. Pellon 2505 ML Sample 1 Sample 2
Wet Weight 6.2726 Wet Weight 6.4200
Dry Weight 0.6362 Dry Weight 0.6664
KOH 5.5364 KOH 5.7536
Retention 865% 895%
7. Electrical Resistance
The electrical resistance test employs a test fixture
described by Cooper and Fleisher(8) (direct current method).
It consists of an electrolyte reservoir with a partially
charged Cd/Cd(OH) 2 electrode at either end. The reservoir
is divided into halves by a sample holder which has a circular
opening through which ionic transfer may occur. The test don-
sists of measuring the voltage differential across the electrodes
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FIGURE NUMBER 21
Reproduced fromp ELECTROLYTE WICKING RATE
best available cop
N.
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during the passage of current (50 ma/cm 2 c.d.) through the
fixture. A comparison of voltage with sample in place with
a "blank" run yields a voltage drop attributable to the
resistance of the separator resistance. Nominal units for
resistance are ohm-cm 2.
Results of this test were found to be erratic and
difficult to reproduce. It is noted, however, that stable
voltages were reached almost immediately with Pellon 2505 ML,
while Lyonel resistance decreased progressively over a period
of five (5) minutes.
8. Extractable Organic Content
a. Procedure: Weigh sample of separator to tenth of a
milligram and determine volume. Place sample in
weighed container with solvent (20/1 volume ratio
of solvent to sample). Stir overnight, then remove
and dry sample and evaporate solvent. Record weight
loss of sample and weight of residue.
b. Results: Table No. XIII displays the results of ex-
tractions performed using two common solvents. It
appears that methonal is superior to trichloroethylene
for removal of organic contaminants as evidenced by
the greater weight loss.
9. Organic Analysis (Infrared Spectrometry)
The residues obtained above were subjected to Infrared
Analysis by Bruce Williams Laboratories, Joplin, Missouri.
Figure Nos. 22 - 26 reveal the absorption bands for the samples
described by Table No. XIII and includes the above laboratories
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TABLE NUMBER XIII
SOLVENT EXTRACTION OF ORGANICS
SOLVENT SAMPLE WT. LEACHED SAMPLE WT. LOSS RESIDUE
MATERIAL SOLVENT (VOLUME) (GRAMS) (GRAMS) (GRAMS) (GRAMS)
Pellon 2505 Methanol 200 ml 4.9760 4.9145 .0525 .0558
ML
Pellon 2505 Trichloroethy- 200 ml 5.1698 5.1526 .0172 .0196
ML lene
Lyonel Methanol 200 ml 4.1698 4.1438 .0260 .0267
Lyonel Trichloroethy- 200 ml 4.7851 4.7524 .0227 .0243
lene
Microweb Methanol 200 ml 5.7672 5.6244 .1428 .1462
NOTE: Residues were dissolved in 10 ml's of solvent for IR Analysis.
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interpretation (Lyonel is identified in the Figure as Spun-
bound Nylon). Based upon the interpretations reported, to
derive meaningful results (specific identification of ex-
tractable organic constituents) from this test method, a very
skilled operator (infrared spectrometry) familiar with the
probable types of organic constituents would be required.
10. Inorganic Analysis (Emission Spectrometry)
Samples of Pellon 2505 ML, Lyonel and Microweb were ashed
and the ignition residues weighed. Percentage metallics,
assumed to be the residues, were as follows:
Sample Residue Weight %
Pellon 2505 ML 0.53
Lyonel 0.02
Microweb 0.11
All values are well beneath the target maximum of one per cent.
It is seen that Pellon 2505 ML contains the greatest metallic
content. Table No. XIV exhibits spectrographic analysis of
Pellon 2505 ML ash and raw materials of all three separators.
The samples of Microweb and Lyonel yielded insufficient quantity
of ash for analysis. Pellon 2505 ML is confirmed as having a
relatively high zinc content. It is not clear what effect this
might have on cell performance, but this determination agrees
with data presented in the Fifth Quarterly Report.
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TABLE NUMBER XIV
SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
SAMPLE %B %P %Sb 7%Pb %Sn %Si .%Fe Al1 7.Cu g Zn 7Ti %Ca
PELLON .0005 ND .0001 ND ND ND .002 .01 .002 .002 .0005 .001 0.2 0.2 .01
2505 ML
LYONEL .005 ND ND ND .002 ND .002 .01 .004 .001 .002 .001 ND ND .02
o MICROWEB .0005 0.2 ND ND .001 ND .002 .01 .004 .002 .001 .001 ND ND .02
-1
PELLON 2505 .004 .05 .001 .01 .0005 .0005 .01 0.1 .01 .01 .004 .001 3-5 1-3 .02
ML IGNI-
TION RESIDUE
E. Conclusions
1. Scanning electron microscopy as a separator material test
method appears to have limited value. The process is
time consuming (equipment not locally available) and ex-
pensive ($50/photomicrograph). In addition, tests per-
formed did not produce significant results which might be
used to characterize various separator materials.
.2. Infrared spectrometry also appears to have limited value
as a separator material test method. Interpretation
of the resulting infrared absorption bands would require
a very skilled operator knowledgeable in the specific
application to evolve meaningful separator characterization
data. Different absorption bands for the same separator
material were induced by the use of different solvents
in the preceding extractions. This divergence reduces
confidence in the results of this test method.
3. Classical wet chemical analyses and emission spectrometry
are effective in determining the inorganic impurity levels
associated with various separator materials. This is
particularly demonstrated with the Zn impurity level
associated with Pellon 2505 ML. However, as the two methods
complement each other with respect to demonstrating de-
tected impurity levels, both would not appear necessary.
Emission spectrometry is more convenient and is the re-
commended test method.
4. The results of the electrical resistivity test were in-
consistent. Considerably different voltages were observed
for different samples of the same separator material and
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sometimes a stable voltage could not be obtained. Little
confidence could be attached to the results of this test
method.
5. The remaining test methods evaluated in this study ap-
peared to have merit. In summary, the following test
methods could be recommended for use in the determination
of suitability or quality control measures for separator
materials.
a. Unit weight.determination
b. Thickness variation
c. Tensile strength
d. Wetting agent determination
e. Wettability (Wicking Rate)
f. Electrolyte retention and absorbency
g. Extractable organic content
h. Inorganic analysis (emission spectrometry)
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VIII. CARBONATE CONTAMINATION STUDY
A. Introduction
The previous studies were concerned with the major cell com-
ponents (positive and negative electrodes, and separator materials).
Beginning with this section, the process variable program will be
concerned with the investigation of process variables associated
with the complete cell.
The following section is devoted to the investigation of the
major sources of carbonate contamination in sealed nickel-cadmium
cells and possible means of elimination or reduction.
B. Background
It is generally accepted that the presence of carbonate in her-
metically sealed nickel-cadmium cells exhibits a deleterious
effect upon the cell electrical performance. The specific effects
of carbonate contamination on the typical charge and discharge
characteristics of nickel-cadmium cells has been the subject of
study by a number of investigators. One of these investigations
(Effect of Carbonate on the Performance of Sealed Nickel-Cadmium
Cells, Power Sources 3 (6)) demonstrated a general carbonate con-
centration dependent degradation in most of the parameters used in
cell performance evaluation. The observed degradations included
1) lower discharge voltages, 2) higher charge voltages, 3) shorter
cycle life, 4) decreased charge acceptance and 5) higher cell
pressure on overcharge. The exact mechanism by which carbonate
brings about the observed deleterious effects is, however, still
in dispute.
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Previous investigations conducted at Eagle-Picher have gen-
erally collaborated most of the above observations. A procedure
devised to reduce the apparent level of carbonate in the cell
electrolyte resulted in a small improvement in the electrical
capacity and a significant improvement in the oxygen recombination
characteristic (lower pressure on overcharge). Basically the
procedure consists of flooding the cell with fresh electrolyte,
subjecting to a discharge/charge cycle, and then centrifuging to
remove the excess electrolyte. The procedure is performed three
(3) to five (5) times until the measured carbonate (in the
extracted electrolyte) is reduced below 1% of the sample elec-
trolyte weight.
C. Carbonate Source Determination
1. Procedure: To determine the major source or sources of
carbonate contamination, two 6 amp hour sizes stainless
steel cell cases were fixtured in order to accommodate
the internal cell components (positive plates, negative
plates, and separator material) individually or in com-
bination. To determine if one or more of these components
were a source of contamination, the plan was to first
introduce the positive electrodes alone, electrically cycle
to simulated cell conditions (starved electrolyte quantities),
extract a small electrolyte sample, and determine the in-
crease in carbonate level. The next step would be to add
the negative electrodes and repeat the process to determine
if this component or the combination of the two com-
ponents (positive and negative electrodes) induced increased
carbonate levels. In the final step, separator material
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would be added (in effect forming a complete cell), and
the above process and evaluation again repeated.
The analytical procedure used in determining the carbonate
level in the extracted electrolyte was the "double end
point" titration method described by Fleischer (9).
2. Results: The first test utilizing a group of positive
electrodes resulted in an indication of 18.9% carbonate.
This high value caused concern over performing these ex-
periments on the bench exposed to the C002 in the atmosphere.
A glove box (See Figure 27) was fabricated in which a C02
free nitrogen atmosphere could be maintained for per-
forming future experiments.
Two (2) more tests were run on the same lot of positive
electrodes within the protective glove box. This resulted
in indications of 11.0 and 10.1% carbonate. The signi-
ficant reduction demonstrated this-test must be performed
in a protective atmosphere. Test results also indicated
that there was still a very high level carbonate con-
tamination associated with the electrodes, and they may
be the major source of contamination. It was elected
to concentrated the investigation in this area.
D. Electrode Experiments
1. Experiment Number One
To measure the amount of carbonate contained within the
electrodes, a commercially available C002 analysis lab-
oratory apparatus was utilized. The electrode sample,
ground into a powder, is placed in a hot acidic solution
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in which any carbonate present would be rapidly con-
verted into CO2 which evolves from the solutions as a gas.
The gas is then trapped, measured and the value obtained
converted back to carbonate and expressed as a percent of
the electrode weight.
A probable mechanism for carbonate build-up in
electrodes is the conversion of residual KOH not removed
by washing after the formation process. It is believed
the following reactions occur.
20H + CO2 -- CO3 + H20
To investigate this probable mechanism, three (3) lots
of positive and negative electrodes were acquired which
reflected three levels of washing.
Group 1 Contained development electrodes which received
a minimum fixed washing period of six (6) hours.
Group 2 Electrodes were washed until they passed pH
paper neutrality test which typically requires
8 - 10 hours.
Group 3 Electrodes were washed until they passed the new
phenalphthalein neutrality test described in
a previous section of this report. Washing
20-24 hours is normally required to obtain a
neutral indication with this sensitive indicator.
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Samples of these materials were subjected to the CO2
analysis discussed above with the following results:
C03%
Group Positive Negative
1 1.88 1.50
2 1.46 1.37
3 1.17 2.64
In the case of the positive tests there appeared to be a
reduction of carbonate level associated with increased
washing time; however, this trend did not hold for the
negative tests. The values obtained do agree with the
results obtained in the previous simulated cell tests.
The 2% level measured in the electrodes could result in
a 10% level in the electrolyte. The electrolyte level in
the starved state is approximately 1/5 of the weight of
the electrodes; assuming complete solubility, the level
of carbonate measured in the electrolyte sample would be
approximately five times greater than that measured in
the electrodes.
2. Experiment Number Two
At the suggestion of the NASA/GSFC Technical Monitor, a
second mechanism was considered. It is possible the car-
bonate build-up occurs at an earlier point in the manu-
facturing process, for example, during the polarization
cycle in NaOH. It is also possible the carbonate assumes
a form which is not readily soluble in water and not
removed by the final washing procedure.
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To investigate this possible mechanism, the scaled-down
production equipment described in a preceding section of
this report was modified. All process tanks were modified
in order to be sealed and accept a CO2 free nitrogen at-
mosphere. A group of positive electrodes were then pro-
cessed through impregnation, polarization and formation
with out exposure to normal atmosphere except after the
final wash period. Samples of these material subjected
to a CO2 analysis resulted in the following:
Sample C037
1 0.81
2 1.61
3 1.32
With the exception of Sample 1, the carbonate levels were
not significantly reduced.
3. Experiment Number Three
At this point, the original assumption of conversion of
residual caustic (NaOH or KOH) as the predominent source
of contamination was questioned. A positive and negative
electrode which had been subjected to the new phenolphtha-
lein wash procedure were ground into a fine powder and
exposed to the atmosphere for a period of one week to in-
duce carbonate contamination. A C002 analysis resulted
in the following:
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Electrode C 3O?
Positive 3.26
Negative 3.22
Samples of these powders were then subjected to an atomic
absorption analysis for specific potassium and sodium ion
contents with the following results:
SAMPLE PPM K PPM Na % BY WEIGHT
Positive 3690 Trace 0.37
Negative 137 Trace 0.01
It is obvious the conversion of residual caustic can not
account for the levels of carbonate detected. Assuming
the carbonate existed as potassium carbonate (K2CO3), it
would require 13.5 times the percent potassium ion measured
to result in the 3.26% carbonate detected in the positive
electrode. The discrepancy is much greater in the negative
electrode case.
This evidence indicates the major source of contamination
may be conversion of the actual electrode active material
which could occur by the following reactions:
Ni(OH)2 + CO2 -- NiCO3 + H20
Cd(OH)2 + CO2 -- CdCO 3 + H20
It is also possible these reactions may occur whenever the
electrodes are exposed to the atmosphere.
4. Experiment Number Four
In an attempt to measure the rate of contamination (if it
occurs) when electrodes are exposed to the atmosphere,
a positive and negative electrode were selected from group
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which exhibited an initially very low value of carbonate.
The electrodes were cut in half and the two halves of
each subjected to two storage modes. One storage mode
consisted of a 30 day stand in a desiccator chamber; the
other mode consisted of a 30 day stand exposed to the
atmosphere. The following CO2 analysis results were
recorded:
CO3% Positive C03% Negative
Initial 0.83 0.14
Desiccator Storage 0.81 0.67
Atmosphere Storage 1.28 0.74
Carbonate levels do increase with exposure although the
absence of moisture in the atmosphere appeared to retard
the increase in the positive electrode. The increases
were not as great as might be expected from the length of
exposure although there are probably factors not con-
sidered. The electrodes selected with their very low
initial carbonate levels may have already demonstrated a
resistance to carbonate build-up.
E. Carbonate Prevention and Elimination Experiments
1. Experiment Number One
Assuming electrodes may have a carbonate level in excess
of 2% by weight just prior to cell fabrication, a remedial
procedure which would effect a reduction or elimination at
this point would be of considerable value. Two (2)
positive electrodes were subjected to a dilute H2SO4 acid
treatment in order to eliminate carbonate by the following
reaction:
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2K2C03 + H2 SO4 -- K2 SO4 + 2KHCO 3
2KHCO 3 + H2 SO4 - K2 SO4 + 2H20 + 2C02
This reaction is the basis of operation of the CO2 analysis
apparatus referenced above.
The CO2 analysis of these electrode samples produced the
following:
Sample CO%
1 2.05
2 2.22
No apparent reduction occurred, however, as a result of
vacations, approximately one (1) week (samples were sealed
in polyethylene bags during this period) was inadvertently
allowed to elapse between performance of the acid treat-
ment and the subsequent CO02 analysis. This treatment would
probably not enjoy general acceptance as the result of the
unknown effects and possibility of not removing all traces
of the acid by the subsequent washing.
2. Experiment Number Two
In the final section of this report, a study is described
in which electrodes are processed to produce various par-
ameters to be investigated on a cell level. These parameters
include possible carbonate reduction procedures such as
additional formation cycle to effect superior electrode
cleaning, and vacuum drying of electrodes after the final
wash. In addition, all electrode groups incorporate the
latest carbonate control procedures imposed upon the
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manufacturing process. These controls include main-
taining electrodes under de-ionized water during process
stand times (prevent CO2 pick-up), use of the new phenol-
phthalein washing procedure, and heat sealing of all
electrodes in polyethylene bags for both shipment and
storage immediately after completion of the final drying
procedure. The availability of these electrode groups
presented an opportunity to evaluate the imposition of a
preventative carbonate treatment.
The following electrode groups were subjected to a CO2
analysis with the following results (for a more complete
definition of the electrode groups, see last section of
this report).
CO3%
Group Parameter Positive Negative
II One Formation Cycle 1.43 1.77
III Ten Formation Cycles 1.43 1.40
IV Vacuum Dried 1.57 1.95
The results would indicate with increased control and
careful handling the carbonate levels for both positive
and negative electrodes may be maintained below a 2%
by weight level but further reduction does not seem
possible. No significant reduction could be attributed
to additional formation cycles or vacuum drying of
finished electrodes.
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F. Conclusions
1. Cell electrodes appear to be the major source of carbonate
contamination of the cell electrolyte.
2. The most probable mechanism of carbonate build-up in the
electrodes is conversion of the actual electrode active
material. This process may occur whenever the electrodes
are exposed to the atmosphere.
3. Careful handling of electrode materials with respect to
minimizing exposure to the atmosphere throughout processing,
shipment and storage appears to be the most practical
means of carbonate control. These controls should include
the following:
a. Maintaining electrode materials under de-ionized
water during any process stand time prior to final
drying.
b. Washing electrodes during the final wash to pass the
sensitive phenolphthalein test.
c. Immediate heat sealing of electrode materials-in
polyethylene bags for both storage and shipment after
the final drying procedure.
d. Storing electrode and electrode assemblies in inert
atmosphere chambers during cell assembly stand times.
Use of the above controls permit maintaining electrode
carbonate contamination at or below a 2% (of electrode
weight) level, however, further reduction does not appear
feasible.
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IX. AUXILIARY ASSEMBLY AND PROCESS STUDY
A. Introduction
The following section has been inserted at this point to
present work performed in three areas which are termed auxiliary
in the sense they are not directly related to the nickel-cadmium
manufacturing process. The three areas are concerned with ceramic-
to-metal seal assemblies, the electrolyte activation process, and
cell gauge and valve assembly. Effort was directed toward these
three areas as a result of a previous record of difficulties.
B. Ceramic-to-Metal Seal Assemblies
Numerous difficulties or possible difficulties have been re-
ported concerning the ceramic-to-metal seals used in sealed nickel-
cadmium cells. These include leaking assemblies, poor appearance,
and inability to determine reliability of seals for extended five-
to-ten years life applications. Many of these difficulties are
believed to be related to non-uniformity of the product. To
address this problem, the subject program directed effort into
two (2) areas.
The first effort involved the preparation of a comprehensive
procurement specification which controls the manufacturing process
from beginning to end. The specification is the culmination of a
thorough review of the pertinent literature to assess the crit-
ical process variables and apply the necessary controls. In
addition, what were believed to be the better provisions of ex-
isting ceramic-to-metal seals specification were also incorporated.
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The specification is intended to impose upon the manufacturers
the minimum requirements to assure a standard level of acceptable
uniformity.
The main provisions of this specification may be outlined by
sections as follows:
1. Materials Inspection
This section imposes upon the vendor the responsibility
of assuring the identification and quality of the raw
materials which are used in the fabrication of the end
product. It includes the necessity of an evaluation of
both physical properties and the chemical composition of
materials. In addition, it requires the establishment of
a documentation program in which the records of tests,
evaluations, inspections, and material certifications
are maintained.
2. Materials Cleaning and Handling
This section imposes upon the vendor the responsibility
of establishing adequate materials cleaning procedures.
Conformance to military standards is specified. Also the
minimum requirements to be used in the handling and
storage of cleaned parts are stated.
3. Preproduction Materials Qualification
The responsibility of a preliminary evaluation of the
vendors over all manufacturing capability before the
start of actual production is imposed by this section.
In addition, a portion of the inspection procedures to be
utilized in the evaluation of the final cover assembly is
described therein.
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4. Cover Assembly Processing
Performance requirements, manufacturing inspection
requirements, and general workmanship requirements are
defined by this section. This section also reflects the
introduction of specifications and standards to control
manufacturing processes.
5. Cover Assembly Inspection Requirements
The minimum inspection requirements to be utilized in
the evaluation and acceptance of a cover assembly lot
are described in this section. The introduction of spec-
ifications and standards to control inspection procedures
and acceptance criterion is reflected therein.
6. Quality Assurance Provisions
Inspection responsibilities and document submittal pro-
cedures are defined by this section. In addition, the
responsibility for the establishment and operation of a
quality assurance program is imposed upon the vendor.
The provisions of the program must include the establish-
ment and maintenance of controls over the manufacturing
processes, the establishment and maintenance of adequate
record keeping procedures, evaluation and control of
subcontractors, suitable methods and facilities for pro-
cessing materials, and the establishment and maintenance
of adequate calibration procedures.
7. Packaging
This section defines the minimum packaging requirements to
assure the integrity of the cover assembly upon receipt by
the Buyer.
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This specification titled "Quality Assurance Specification
for the Manufacture of Ceramic-to-Metal Seals" (EP-MS-122)
was published in the Appendix of the Third Quarterly Report
and is presently used by Eagle-Picher Industries for procurement
of ceramic-to-metal seals.
The second effort involved the re-design of an existing 20
ampere-hour rated ceramic-to-metal seal presently procured from
Ceramaseal, Inc., New Lebanon Center, New York. The following
re-designed features were proposed in cognizance with the subject
vendor's engineering staff:
1. Replace 96.0% ceramic body with 99.5% body (higher purity
body more resistant to titanium diffusion).
2. Reduce tolerances of mating surfaces (braze areas) to
provide more uniform braze flow characteristics.
3. Increase seal geometry length to provide wider, stronger
braze joints.
4. Modify jigs and heat sinks to provide more uniform temp-
erature distribution across assembly during brazing operation.
5. Replace alloy 42 in assembly metal parts with alloy 52.
This alloy reportedly does not require undesirable copper
plating to effect braze wettability.
These design changes are reflected on the new seal procurement
drawing, Figure 28. Seals for evaluation have been procured
utilizing this drawing and the procurement specification discussed
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above. As of this writing, however, insufficient data has been
gathered to comment upon the increased uniformity characteristics.
C. Electrolyte Activation Process
The introduction of electrolyte into cell (activation)
typically results in two (2) areas of difficulty. If the amount
of electrolyte introduced is not accurate, divergent cell per-
formance may result. In addition, the operation should be per-
formed under an inert atmosphere to prevent carbonate contamina-
tion of the electrolyte, but this is usually awkward and im-
practical.
To solve both of these problems, the system shown in Figure 29
was designed. It is referred to-as the "Vacuum Burette Activation
System" and has proven extremely successful. It consists en-
tirely of inexpensive off-the-shelf components.
Accuracy of the system has been established at better than
±0.05%, which should meet any requirements. In addition, the
system forms a closed loop with exception of one vent through a
CO2 absorbent material which precludes the possibility of car-
bonate contamination. The operating procedure for the system is
included in Appendix B of this report.
D. Cell Gauge and Valve Assembly
Acceptance test procedures for sealed nickel-cadmium cells
typically requires monitoring of individual cell pressures. When
large numbers of cells are involved, difficulties with leaking
gauge and valve assemblies are frequently encountered.
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VACUUM BURETTE ACTIVATION SYSTEM
FIGURE 29
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For this discussion, a gauge and valve assembly consist of a
compound gauge with a suitable range, a valve for the introduct-
ion and control of the cell atmosphere, and a tube fitting as-
sembly for attachment to the cell. These components are married
together with a tee by means of thread-to-thread connections.
In the past, it has been observed when a large number of gauge
and valve assemblies are fabricated and leak checked (helium leak,
10-5 cc/sec maximum allowable) up to 25% of the units leak and
require re-work. In addition, up to 5% of the assemblies will
leak later during acceptance testing (particularly after temp-
erature changes) resulting in the loss of the cell. There is
also the concern that small leaks which occur later may not be detected,
resulting in an unknown change in a cell's "state-of-charge".
It was further observed the leaks which have been detected
occurred at one or more of the three (3) thread-to-thread con-
nections associated with the assemblies. These connections
were sealed with a Teflon' tape pipe thread sealant.
To remedy this problem, available commercial catalogs were
reviewed in an attempt to devise an alternate assembly which
would eliminate thread-to-thread connections. However, it did
not appear anything was available which would meet the requirements
as well as the present system.
It was then determined to attempt to find a sealant superior
to teflon tape for the existing assembly. Several were in-
vestigated, but most either effected a permanent bond in the pro-
cess of sealing or were not stable in the presence of caustic.
One sealent appears promising however.
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A "Loctite" sealant Grade AVV has been tested with consider-
able success. Less than 5% of the assemblies sealed with this
material leaked during the initial leak test and no leaks have
been detected later during acceptance tests. The material is
reported stable in the presence of caustic within the temperature
range typically seen in acceptance testing of nickel-cadmium
cells (1500F max).
Figure 30 presents a gauge and valve assembly with in-
structions for the application of subject sealant.
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X. SIGNAL (AUXILIARY) ELECTRODE STUDY
A. Introduction
Oxygen sensing signal electrodes (also referred to as auxiliary
or third electrodes) find application in nickel-cadmium cells as
signalling devices for charge control systems. In the following
phase of the process variable program, modifications of a basic
signal electrode design are evaluated with respect to the oxygen
sensing signal produced.
B. Background
The basic Eagle-Picher signal electrode design consists of a
non-noble, sintered nickel electrode with a heat laminated teflon
film on one side. The teflon film functions to prevent electro-
lyte flooding which would impede the desired oxygen reaction.
The standard 10 cm2 electrode is shown in Figure 31.
In cell assembly, the signal electrode receives two wraps
of the cell separator material (typically Pellon 2505 ML) and is
inserted along the narrow side of the prismatic cell case
between the electrode stack and cell case wall. The teflon film
side is toward the cell case. The signal electrode is then
electrically connected to the cell case.
In cell operation, the oxygen evolved at the positive
electrodes as the cell approaches full state of charge may be
reduced at the surface of the signal electrode (very low rate)
by the following reaction.
0 2 + 2 H2 0 - 4 OH
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By connecting a load resitor, of suitable resistance, between
the negative terminal and the cell case, a signal is developed
which may be used to terminate or reduce the charge rate.
The primary problem which has been encountered in the use of
this type of signal electrode has been hysteresis of signal
voltage with cycling. After sensing oxygen, the signal developed
typically does not return to its starting point when the oxygen
is removed. The residual voltage is believed to result from some
form of physical or chemical absorption of oxygen on the surface
of the signal electrode.
The following section described an experimental effort to
improve the hysteresis associated with the signal electrode. The
effort consists of several modifications of the basic electrode
design and the subsequent evaluation.
C. Experimental Procedure
A resealable test apparatus was designed which would accom-
modate four electrodes. For testing, the electrodes were ar-
ranged in the following order in a cell configuration: a
negative electrode, a positive electrode, a second negative
electrode, and a signal electrode. Tests were performed in a
starved electrolyte condition and the three active electrodes
maintained at approximately 50% state-of-charge. The resealable
apparatus was connected by means of a three-way valve to an
oxygen source and a vacuum pump.
To characterize the test system and establish a standard
for comparison, the basic signal electrode design was subjected
to a series of tests under varying load resistors. Figure 32
present the results of this effort.
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1. Design Modification One
The first design modification consisted of heat lamin-
ating teflon film to both sides of the electrode.
Figure 33 presents the results of the evaluation of this
design under varying load resistors. It is observed that the
magnitude of the signal voltage has been depressed.
Figure 34 presents the results of the second cycle under
a 47 ohm load and the subsequent signal voltage decay.
The residual voltage from the first cycle was approximately
200 MV (starting point of second cycle); however, as ob-
served, the increase in residual introduced by the second
cycle was considerably less (approximately 220 MV).
2. Design Modification Two
In this design the sintered nickel electrode is dipped
in a teflon slurry to impregnate the electrode. The slurry
consisted of DuPont "Teflon 30" (contains "Triton-X-100",
a wetting agent) mixed with water in a ratio of 60/40
by weight. The electrode was oven dried (4500 F) over-
night to remove the water and wetting agent.
Figure 35 presents the results of the evaluation of this
design. It appears the signal voltage is depressed to
such an extent this design would not be practical.
3. Design Modification Three
Instead of the heat lamination of a teflon film, in this
design modification teflon is applied to one side of the
electrode by aerosol spray. The electrode is again oven
- 126 -
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dried (4500F) overnight to remove the spray solvents.
Figure 36 presents the results of the evaluation of this
design including first cycle voltage decay. It is ob-
served that the signal voltage is again depressed (with
respect to the basic design) and signal hysteresis oc-
curred.
4. Design Modification Four
In this design the sintered nickel electrode was re-
placed with 7 mil sheet nickel cut to the same dimen-
sions (10 cm2 area). To increase the surface area, the
electrode was etched in 0.1 N nitric acid for one minute.
There was no teflonation process associated with this
design.
Design evaluation results are presented in Figure 37.
The magnitude of the signal voltage for this design
appears too low to be useful.
D. Conclusions
The objective in this study to lessen the hysteresis
(residual signal voltage increase with cycling) associated with
signal electrode operation was not achieved. The various
design modifications evaluated (generally consisting of different
teflon de-wetting applications) reduced or depressed usable
signal voltage (design modifications two and four), or where the
signal produced indicated promise, signal hysteresis was still
evident (design modifications one and three).
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XI. PARAMETRIC CELL STUDY
A. Introduction
In the final phases of the Process Variable Study Program
selected process variables associated with the sealed nickel-cad-
mium system were investigated at the actual cell level. Specifically,
the process variables or parameters selected were associated with
the cell electrodes. The effort was implemented by the careful
processing and control of electrode groups to assure the incor-
poration of the desired parameter levels. These electrodes were
fabricated into cells forming cell groups which were then char-
acterized by a short sequence of acceptance type tests. The pri-
mary characterization will consist of cycle life tests conducted
at The U. S. Naval Ammunition Depot (NAD), Crane, Indiana.
In addition, the parametric cells incorporate into their
design a culmination of the results evolved from the previous
sections of this report. Process variable study design improve-
ments (optimization and increase control) were included from the
initial sintered plaque process, through use of Pellon 2505 ML
separator, to activation using the new vacuum burette activation
system and including gauge and valve assembly which feature the
new sealant described in the applicable section.
Specific information concerning the design levels utilized in
the parametric cells will be presented later in this section.
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B. Parametric Plan
The Eagle-Picher RSN-21 sealed, nickel-cadmium, aerospace
cell was selected for use in this investigation (See Figure 38).
The cell is nominally rated at 21 ampere hours at 24°C and con-
tains 11 positive and 12 negative electrodes. For this program,
the separator material was Pellon 2505 ML a 10 mil non-woven
nylon material. The cover assembly was of a pinch tube design
and was procured under the new comprehensive procurement spec-
ification (EP-MS-122).
Six (6) parameters of interest were selected; to investigate
these, six (6) groups of four (4) cells each were processed. The
parameter levels which are associated with the cell electrodes may
be defined as follows:
1. Group I, Low Active Material Loading (Cell S/N 13-16)
This group of cells is intended to investigate the effects
of low electrode active material loading (impregnation
level) in the sealed nickel-cadmium system. Targeted
loading levels were 0.5-0.6 grams/in2 for positive and
0.7-0.8 grams/in2 for negative electrodes.
2. Group II, One Formation Cycle (Cell S/N 17-20)
The purpose of this group of cells is to evaluate the
effect of the elimination of additional formation cycles.
After completion of an original low-rate formation cycle,
electrodes typically receive three (3) additional higher
rate charge/discharge cycles to enhance electrochemical
cleaning, and improve voltage and oxygen recombination
characteristics.
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Medium targeted loading levels were 0.7-0.8 grams/in2
for positive and 0.9-1.0 grams/in 2 for negative electrodes.
3. Group III, Ten Formation Cycles (Cell S/N 21-24)
To evaluate the effects of increasing the number of add-
itional formation cycles, this group of cells included 10
additional formation cycles, in their processing. Medium
targeted loading levels were 0.7-0.8 grams/in 2 for positive
and 0.9-1.0 grams/in2 for negative electrodes.
4. Group IV, Vacuum Dried Electrodes (Cell S/N 25-28)
Immediately after completion of the final washing pro-
cedure, the electrodes of this group were vacuum dried.
It is believed this technique might be used to prevent or
retard carbonate contamination and this group is intended
to evaluate the technique's effects upon cell performance.
Moderate targeted loading levels were 0.7-0.8 grams/in2
for positive and 0.9-1.0 grams/in 2 for negative electrodes.
5. Group V, High Active Material Loading (Cell S/N 29-32)
This group of cells incorporated electrodes with high
loading levels to evaluate the effects of pushing the
capacity of sealed nickel-cadmium cells to higher levels.
Targeted loading levels were 0.9-1.0 grams/in2 for positive
and 1.1-1.2 grams/in2 for the negative electrodes.
6. G roup2V l Formation Cycle Reversal (Cell S/N 33-36)
During the three (3) additional formation cycles (standard
production) the electrodes are normally discharged to a
potential of 1.00 volts at which time the discharge is ter-
minated.
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In this final group of cells the discharge is continued
past this point for a period of three (3) hours to
evaluate the electrochemical cleaning effects resulting from
a reverse gas evolution period. Medium targeted loading
levels were 0.7-0.8 gram/in 2 positive and 0.9-1.0 grams/in2
for the negative electrode.
Appendix C defines the process steps required in production of
the subject electrode groups. In addition, this document defines
a number of specific process levels (applicable to all electrode
groups) whose values were selected based upon information evolved
from previous work in this program.
Appendix D contains the manufacturing flow sheets which lists
the pertinent build data associated with the parametric cells.
C. Activation and Conditioning
All parametric cell groups were activated (electrodes in the
discharged state) with a volume of 1.350 sp. gr. KOH electrolyte
equivalent to approximately 14.5% by weight of the respective
core weights. The cells were then allowed to stand in a seal con-
dition for a period of 24 hours.
All groups were then subjected to the following cycles.
1. Virgin Cycle
Temperature 75 + 50F
a. Charge c/10 rate (2.0 amps), 20 hours
b. Discharge C/2 rate (10.0 amps) to 1.0 volts per cell
c. Short one (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum
d. Dead short one (1) hour minimum.
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2. Precharge Introduction
After completion of the above sequence, the cells were
again placed on charge at a C/10 rate and allowed to go
into an overcharge condition. At this point, based upon
the observed gauge pressure and the known free volume
of each cell group, determined amounts of oxygen gas were
removed from each cell to introduce a desired level of
negative electrodes precharge.
An ampere hour equivalent of oxygen to 40% of the excess
negative electrode capacity was removed to introduce this
percent as precharged negative electrode capacity. The
average excess negative electrode capacity for each para-
metric cell group was estimated based upon the known
electrode loading factor and assuming 90% efficiency for
positive and 60% efficiency for negative electrodes.
Table XV summarizes the results of the activation and
conditioning procedure.
D. Characterization Tests
Primary characterization of the parametric cell groups will
be consummated by extensive cycle life tests conducted at the
(NAD) Crane Test Facility. However, the cells were subjected
to short sequence of acceptance type tests for preliminary char-
acterization.
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TABLE XV
PARAMETRIC CELL ACTIVATION
AND
CONDITION DATA
NOMINAL CC's KOH NOMINAL CELL
GROUP INTRODUCED GROUP FREE VOLUME (CC) OXYGEN REMOVED (CC)
I 59 98 1,880
II 66 91 1,530
III 62 100 860
IV 65 108 1,530
V 65 81 1,340
VI 62 105 1,580
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Acceptance Test Sequence
1. Temperature 75 ± 50F
a. Charge C/10 (2.0 amps) 20 hours.
b. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to 1.00 volts.
c. Short one (1) ohm resistor 16 hours minimum.
d. Dead short one (1) hour minimum.
NOTE: Steps c) and d) were performed at com-
pletion of each test.
2. Temperature 32 ± 50F
a. Charge C/20 (1.0 amps) 48 hours.
b. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to 1.00 volts.
3. Temperature 95 ± 50F
a. Charge C/10 (2.0 amps) 20 hours.
b. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to 1.00 volts.
4. Temperature 75 ± 50 F
a. Charge C/10 (2.0 amps) 20 hours.
b. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to 1.00 volts.
After completion of the above sequence, selected cells from
each parametric cell group were subjected to a precharge and then
a flood electrode capacity measurement.
Precharge Measurement
1. Charge C/10 (2.0 amps) 20 hours.
2. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to -1.00 volts.
3. Precharge amount measured from 0.00 volt to -1.00 volt.
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Flooded Electrode Capacity Measurement
1. Flood cell with excess electrolyte.
2. Charge C/4 (5.0 amps) 20 hours.
3. Discharge C/2 (10.0 amps) to -1.00 volts.
4. Positive electrode capacity measured to 1.00 volts;
negative electrode capacity measured from 0.00 volts to
-1.00 volts.
Tables XVI through XIX present the results of preliminary
characterization tests. Table XVI briefly re-summarizes the para-
metric cell program to facilitate review of the subsequent
tables. Table XVII presents the summarized results of the accept-
ance test sequence. Table XVIII compares the charge efficiency
factor for various parametric groups. And finally, Table XIX
summarizes the results of the precharge and flooded electrode
capacity measurements.
Appendix E contains the actual test data for various tests
summarized in the following tables. As the results of test
equipment failure, certain tests were repeated and both data
records may be found in this appendix. In addition, the actual
data records for the first 750F acceptance test was misplaced after
summarizing and will not be found in this appendix.
E. Results and Conclusions
1. The beneficial effects of additional formation cycles was
substantiated by the low pressure and low charge voltage
characteristics associated with parametric cell Group No.
III. However, there appears to be some penalty in cell
electrical capacity.
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TABLE XVI
PARAMETRIC CELL PARAMETER LEVELS
Cell Size 20 Ampere Hour, Sample Size 24 Cells, 4 Cells/Parameter.
Group I Low electrode loading, 0.5-0.6 grms./sq. in pos.;
0.7-0.8 grms./sq. in.neg.; three (3) formation cycles.
Group II Moderate electrode loading, 0.7-0.8 grms./sq. in. pos.;
0.9-1.0 grms./sq. in. neg.; one (1) formation cycles.
Group III Moderate electrode loading, ten (10) formation cycles.
Group IV Moderate electrode loading, plaques vacuum dried during
processing, three (3) formation cycles.
Group V Heavy electrode loading, 0.9-1.0 grms./sq. in. pos.;
1.1-1.2 grms./sq. in.. neg.; three (3) formation cycles.
Group VI Moderate electrode loading, plaques over discharged
during formation, three (3) formation cycles.
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TABLE XVII
PARAMETRIC CELL PERFORMANCE DATA
GROUP I II III IV V VI
TEST TEMPERATURE 750F
PV 1.425 1.433 1.420 1.442 1.432 1.423
PP 10 30 10 100 35 55
AH 17.7 27.0 24.2 26.5 26.4 22.5
TEST TEMPERATURE 32 0 F
PV 1.486 1.515 1.465 1.520 1.520 1.514
PP 30 80 9 90 55 55
AH 16.3 25.4 22.5 25.0 25.0 21.3
TEST TEMPERATURE 95 0 F
PV 1.398 1.400 1.380 1.397 1.404 1.403
PP 85 100 55 100 60 70
AH 11.3 21.7 12.5 20.5 23.3 20.0
TEST TEMPERATURE 750F
PV 1.455 1.468 - 1.425 1.460 1.470 1.475
PP 35 55 -3 40 25 80
AH 17.5 27.2 22.8 27.0 27.3 22.8
PV Peak Volts
PP Peak Pressure (psig)
AH Ampere Hour Capacity
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TABLE XVIII
PARAMETRIC CELL CHARGE EFFICIENCY DATA
GROUP I II III IV V VI
75 0 F CAPACITY VERSES THEORECTICAL
% 72 92 78 91 70 80
320F CAPACITY VERSES 750F CAPACITY
% 92 94 93 94 94 95
950F CAPACITY VERSES 750F CAPACITY
% 64 80 52 77 88 89
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TABLE XIX
PARAMETRIC CELL PRECHARGE AND
FLOODED ELECTRODE CAPACITY MEASUREMENT
PRECHARGE MEASUREMENT
(CHARGED NEGATIVE CAPACITY BEYOND POSITIVE CAPACITY)
S/N 16 19 22 26 32 35
Negative AH 23.7 30.0 25.7 32.7 29.5 26.0
Positive AH 16.5 28.0 20.9 28.7 26.7 23.4
Precharge AH 7.2 2.0 4.8 4.0 2.8 2.6
FLOODED ELECTRODE CAPACITY
Positive AH 22.2 29.8 28.0 29.7 31.9 26.3
Negative AH 45.8 48.3 41.7 50.0 43.9 42.5
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2. Lightly loaded electrodes of parametric cell Group No. I
also demonstrated relatively low pressures and low charge
voltages, but the cells also exhibit poor electrical capa-
cities. This cell group's high initial voltages during
certain charges indicate they may contain insufficient
quantities of electrolyte. A cell core made up of lightly
loaded electrodes may require a higher percent of electro-
lyte than a normal design.
3. Parametric cell Group No. IV, containing vacuum dried
electrodes, demonstrate very unusual pressure character-
istics. The repeated occurrence of high cell pressures
indicate vacuum drying affects the negative electrode re-
combination ability.
4. All cells in the parametric cell study have demonstrated
unusually high pressures during the 350 C test. No ex-
planation can be offered at this time for this occurrence.
5. Significant different electrical efficiencies between the
different parametric groups were also observed. Efficiency
appears to be inversely related to the number of formation
cycles and is maximized by certain loading levels. For
example, both lighter and heavier loaded cell groups are
less efficient than medium-loaded groups.
6. Variation in precharge measurements were noted and the
values recorded were typically lower than expected. The
data probably reflects an inability of existing tests to
measure the actual precharge available.
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7. Observing the flooded electrode capacity data, it is noted
the parametric cell groups which suffered lower capacity
and charge efficiency (Groups I and III) benefited the
most from excess electrolyte (increase in positive capa-
city). This may indicate, as suggested above, that small
variation in design and processing require readjustment
of electrolyte percents.
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APPENDIX A
FACTORIAL EXPERIMENTS AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS
With a particular manufacturing phase there is normally associated
a number of process variables. An attempt to evaluate a process variable
by changing its value results in the introduction of different possible
combinations which require additional evaluation. The task of determining
the effects of large numbers of process variables and their possible
value combinations upon the results of a manufacturing process can obviously
become quite formidable.
To avoid this difficulty, a statistical technique referred to as
fractional, factorial design experiment was used. Briefly, this technique
involves performing a limited number of experiments evaluating only a
fraction of the possible variable combinations. However, the combinations
evaluated contain pre-selected process variable values which permit
determination of the main effects of each process variable. Throughout
this program a process variable was evaluated at two (2) value levels.
To determine the main effects, the data resulting from the design
experiments are subjected to a regression analysis. Actual mathematical
implementation is by means of a computer program. The program evaluates
the data resulting from the design experiments by mathematically (statis-
tically) weighing each process variable's effect upon a particular manu-
facturing process result, for example, sintered plaque porosity. The
program then calculates a numerical value which reflects the variable's
significance with respect to the overall process.
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Two interpretations may then be applied to the regression analysis
results. The magnitude of the numerical value associated with a process
variable defines its importance in the manufacturing process and renders
information as to areas for increased process control to improve
uniformity. In addition, the sign (positive or negative) of the numerical
value indicates the change in a process variable value (increase or decrease)
to effect an improvement in a manufacturing process result, for example,
decrease sintering furnace temperature to increase sintered plaque porosity.
In other words, the latter interpretation permits the optimization of the
manufacturing process.
The enclosed figure visually presents the basic principles of the
regression analysis technique for two and three variables. Additional
discussion and specific application of the above statistical procedures
may be found in the First through Fourth Quarterly Reports (1) (2) (3) (4)
under the subject program.
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REGRESSION ANALYSIS, BASIC PRINCIPLES
PROBLEM
Y vs. XI  X2  X3 . .. Xn
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
TWO VARIABLES
Data Graph Regression
Y vs. X
-- . ..
Y=a+bx
----- WX 'X
THREE VARIABLES
Tabular Data Graph of Data Regression Fit
Y YY vs.X1  X 21 2
X1 X 1
REGRESSION EQUATION
Y = a + b (XI) + c (X2) + d (X3) + . . + N (Xn)
I nterpretation
Evaluation of coefficients b, c, d, . . . , N reveal main effects.
Prediction
Substitution of different variable values permit prediction for Y
under levels and combinations of levels not tested.
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APPENDIX B
VACUUM BURETTE
ACTIVATION SYSTEM
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
B-I
1.0 SCOPE
The following document defines the "vacuum burette" cell
electrolyte activation system. The information contained herein is pri-
marily of an operating instruction nature.
2.0 EQUIPMENT
2.1 The necessary equipment and typical system setup is shown in
the enclosed figure.
2.2 A burette size applicable to the volume of electrolyte to be
introduced should be used. For example, if 16 ml's of electro-
lyte were the desired volume, a 25 ml rather than a 50 ml burette
would be used.
3.0 PREPARATION
3.1 The system must be thoroughly clean. If the system does not
appear to be clean, proceed to the washing procedure defined
below.
3.2 Apply a light film of silicone stopcock grease to both stop-
cocks A and B.
3.3 Open valve on CO2 absorption bulb (located in top plug) to the
atmosphere.
3.4 Introduce a volume of electrolyte into the burette, as defined
below, a few ml's greater than that estimated required. This
operation is intended to "wet" the surface of the burette which
is necessary to the proper formation of a "meniscus" and to
remove any residual water remaining from a previous washing
procedure. Drain this volume of electrolyte and discard.
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4.0 ACTIVATION PROCEDURE
4.1 Stopcocks A and B are in the off position (handles in hori-
zontal position).
4.2 Turn Stopcock A to burette fill position. As the electrolyte
approaches the specified level on the burette scale, the flow
rate shall be reduced in order that the bottom of the electro-
lyte meniscus may be precisely stopped on the correct scale
position.
In order to reduce error, the eye must be level with the top
of the liquid during the latter part of the above operation.
The burette shall be filled within ± 0.05 ml of the specified
volume.
4.3 Turn Stopcock A to off position and then turn Stopcock B to
cell vacuum position. Draw a minimum of -25 inches of vacuum
on the cell.
4.4 Turn Stopcock A to burette drain position and then slowly turn
Stopcock B to cell fill position. Set drain rate to require
roughly 5-10 seconds to remove electrolyte from main body of
burette.
4.5 As the level of electrolyte nears the bottom of the burette, the
drain rate should be further reduced to require an additional
2-4 seconds for the electrolyte to pass through the capillary
bore section of the stopcocks and interconnecting tubes. Allow-
ing the electrolyte to be drawn through these confined areas too
fast will cause "sputtering" of the electrolyte, leave small
drops of the electrolyte in the capillary bores, and result in
an error in activation.
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4.6 As soon as the electrolyte has been completely drawn into the
cell, turn Stopcock B fully open (vertical position of handle)
for 2-3 seconds to neutralize the remaining vacuum in the cell
with air drawn through the CO2 absorption system. Then turn
Stopcock A and B to the off position in preparation for the
next activation cycle.
4.7 If the level of electrolyte is accidentally allowed to fill pass
the desired burette scale point, the burette and stopcocks
should be completely drained and procedure started again.
5.0 WASHING PROCEDURE
The strong caustic used in the above operation will attack the
glass components of the above activation system. The system must be
thoroughly washed after completion of the activation process.
5.1 Remove Stopcock A and B and wash in tap water. Flush the
entire burette and stopcock systems twice with tap water.
Flush the electrolyte reservoir and electrolyte feed tube assembly
twice with tap water. Flush the vacuum tube assembly once with
tap water.
Finally, flush all of the above items with the exception of
the vacuum tube assembly once with deionized or distilled water.
5.2 Store the activation system with Stopcock A in the burette drain
position and Stopcock B in the cell fill position to permit
these items to drain. Close the valve on the C02 absorption
bulb.
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APPENDIX C
PARAMETRIC CELL
ELECTRODE PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
C-1
SCOPE
The following document defines the impregnation/polarization/
formation requirements for the fabrication of plaques for the'Parametric
Cell Study" phase of the NASA "Process Variable Study" Program.
Briefly, the program plan consists of the fabrication of 20
RSN-21 cells divided into five (5) parametric cell groups (four (4)cells
each) investigating five (5) independent parameters. It is intended the
five (5) plaque groups incorporating the desired variables for this study
will be obtained from a single tank of positive (116) and negative plaques
(120).
The following requirements are inaddition to the standard manu-
facturing specifications which apply.
I. SINTERED PLAQUES
1) Size - RSN-21
2) Thickness - Positive 0.028 ± 0.003
Target 0.027 ± 0.001
Negative 0.028 ± 0.003
Target 0.029 ± 0.001
3) Thickness Variation - ± 0.001 across entire plaque surface.
4) Strength - Positive 600 - 800 lbs.
Negative 200 - 800 lbs.
5) Porosity - 85% or greater
6) Weight Tolerance - + 2 grams about X
II. IMPREGNATION CYCLE
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
1) Temperature 2000 ± 100F 1350 ± 100F
2) Specific Gravity 1.70 ± 0.05 1.80 + 0.05
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II. IMPREGNATION CYCLE (CONTINUED)
POSITIVE NEGATIVE
3) Free Acid 1.0 + 0.1 g/l 0.5 ± 0.1 g/l
4) Time One Hour One Hour
5) Vacuum No No
III. POLARIZATION CYCLE
Standard Procedure
IV. FIRST FORMATION CYCLE
The first formation cycle after completion of the impregnation/
polarization process shall consist of a 170% overcharge at a 16 hour
rate. Throughout this work, the electrical capacity shall be based
upon 90% of theoretical for positive and 60% of theoretical for negatives.
Additional formation requirements beyond this initial step will be
defined in the applicable plaque group sections.
V. PLAQUE GROUP ONE (20 Positives and 16 Negatives)
1) Impregnation Cycle - Positive three (3) cycles - Negative four
(4) cycles.
2) Formation - After completion of the first formation cycle
defined above, the plaques shall be discharged to a potential
of 1.0 volts at a C/3 rate. The plaques will then be subjected
to three (3) charge (4 hours)/discharge cycles at a C/3 rate.
The electrolyte shall be changed after the completion of the
charge phase of each cycle.
In this work, the plaques will always end the process in the
discharged state.
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3) Washing and Liquid Honing - The plaques shall be washed a
minimum of 4 hours before being subjected to the liquid
honing operation. After completion of this operation
the plaques shall be returned immediately to the washing
process and washed to pass the "Phenolphthalein Test".
4) Plaque Pressing - The plaques shall be pressed only to
remove the bend. The shims used in this operation shall be
0.002" - 0.005" thicker than the nominal plaque thickness.
5) Drying - The plaques shall be air dried.
6) Storage and Shipping - Immediately after completion of the
drying operation, a group of plaques shall be placed in a
polyethylene bag (no cardboard or other materials inside of
bag), as much air as possible removed, and the bag heat sealed.
For identification purposes, it is desirable that each of the
plaque groups defined in this document be contained in individual
bags; for example, the 20 positive plaques of Plaque Group One
would be contained in a bag and the 16 negatives in another.
For shipping, the individual heat sealed polyethylene bags may
be separated with cardboard sheets and shipped in any convenient
configuration.
VI. PLAQUE GROUP TWO (16 Positives and 16 Negatives)
1) Impregnation Cycles - Positive four (4) cycles - Negative five
(5) cycles.
2) Formation - After completion of the first formation cycle,
the plaques shall be discharged to a potential of 1.0 volts
at a C/3 rate. (No additional formation cycles).
3) Washing and Liquid Honing- See V,3).
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4) Plaque Pressing - See V,4).
5) Drying - See V,5).
6) Storage and Shipping - See V,6).
VII. PLAQUE GROUP THREE (16 Positives and 16 Negatives)
1) Impregnation Cycles - See VI,1)
2) Formation - See V,2) except plaques shall receive ten (10)
additional formation cycles rather than three (3).
3) Washing and Liquid Honing - See V,3).
4) Plaque Pressing - See V,4).
5) Drying - V,5).
6) Storage and Shipping - See V,6).
VIII. PLAQUE GROUP FOUR (30 Positives and 30 Negatives)
The single parameter of investigation for Group Four is hopefully
plates containing minimum amounts of carbonate contamination. It is
imperative this group of plaques be handled through the process in a
fashion which will minimize their exposure to the atmosphere i.e.,
maintaining plaques under water, if necessary, to hold between processes.
1) Impregnation Cycles - See VI,1).
2) Formation - See V,2).
3) Washing and Liquid Honing - See V,3)
4) Plaque Pressing - See V,4).
5) Drying - The plaques shall be vacuum dried. If this is not
feasible, the plaques, in the wet state, shall be immediately
processed as defined in the Storage and Shipping Section
and shipped to this facility for the vacuum drying operation.
6) Storage and Shipping - See V,6).
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IX. PLAQUE GROUP FIVE (34 Positives and 42 Negatives)
1) Impregnation Cycles - Positive Six (6) cycles - Negatives -
seven (7) cycles.
2) Formation - See V,2).
3) Washing and Liquid Honing - See V,3).
4) Plaque Pressing - See V,4).
5) Drying - See V,5).
6) Storage and Shipping - See V,6).
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CHANGE
VIII, PLAQUE GROUP FOUR (30 Positive and 30 Negative)
to
PLAQUE GROUP FOUR (14 Positive and 14 Negative)
ADD
X. PLAQUE GROUP SIX (16 Positive and 16 Negative)
Same as Plaque Group Four except formation procedure.
All discharges associated with the first and additional
formation cycles shall be continued pass the 1.00 V
potential point for three (3) hours, in reversal,
at the C/3 rate.
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APPENDIX E
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ITEM 1
FIRST 950F CAPACITY TEST
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as in'dicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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SPECIAL INNSPECTONS
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CkHA'R-GE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressure6 at five (5). minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at 'five.-(5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
Zo
RSNa DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
RSN DATA SHEETS (END OF DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTIOSPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
ITEM 2
FIRST 320F CAPACITY TEST
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OPERATOR INSPECTION__I _. ''
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals. I
. . .1 1i i '
31. Ro e 1nd.qaied.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at hree (3) -hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET {C'i6HA'RGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) -hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR I NSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five .(5) minutes and then at. three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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1. Record voltages as indicated.2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) mi~nutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATO R INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS :.
i. Record voltages as indicated.2. Record temperatures &. pressures at five -(5) minutes and then act three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION,,
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressure& at five .(5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) liour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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SOPERATOR INSPECTION _ _i
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
2. Record temperatures &pressures at five (5;) minutes and thenr at three (3) rour intervals.
.( RSN 3 DATA SHEET C'HARGE RECORD)
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2OPERATOR INSPECTIONRotpae peus fv5 tadeaheuit l
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
. Record voltages as indicated.
SPECIL INTRUCIONS
1.Rcrdvlaesa ndctd
2. Rcodteprtue &pesue a ie 5 mnts n te t the 3)bd r intrvls
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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1. Record voltages as indfcated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
2. R c r em ea ue & p e srs.'t fv 5) mnts an h na hr e()h uri t ra s
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OPERATOR I NSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five(5) minutes and. then at' three (3) hour interVals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION_
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
. or eratre , pressures at five.-(5- minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five.(5) minutes and t,.en at one (1) hour intervals. ..
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
1. Record voltages as indicated.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
I. Record voltages as indicated.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEETS (END OF DISCHARGE RECORD)
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SPECIAL INSTRUCT IONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated. :
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
ITEM 3
SECOND 750F CAPACITY TEST
E-26
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: I
SPECIAL INS UCTIONS :
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
21RSN 9 DATA SHEET CHA'R-GE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE g DATE .IQ o&z
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) hour inte'rvals.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at fve (.5) minutes and then at three (3) ;hour intervals.
RSN DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE _ _ <___- DATEt /
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OPERATOR - I NSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then atr three (3) hour intervals.
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RSN I DATA* SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 1.5 i OS DATE i /6/z
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2. Record temperatures & pressures at five(5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE :-5 DATE Io jL1Z..
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OPERATOR I. "NS ECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5). minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals..
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS :
i. Record voltages as £ndcated.
2. Record temperatures & pressureB at five (5). minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals..
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE r1. DATE I i
TEST DESCRIPTION / _ _4
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indic ted.
-37- ;I I Z. 7- I 219 ,t!
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record emperatus & pressures at'five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour inter0als.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR rNSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hout intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PAPA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DATE
TEST DESCRIPTION
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SPCA ISRCIONS:I
1. Reor votae as indicated
2.Rcr emeaue prsue at five (5) miue an hna oe()huritras
RSN 3 DATA SHEETS (END OF DISCHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
ITEM 4
SECOND 950F CAPACITY TEST
E-36
.70
RSN T DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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SPECIAL NSTRUCTIONS:
.,.. , 1ri _ , / . ,.
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at ffve (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) hour ntervals.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) -hour inte'rvals.
RSN 3 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as in'dicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
2.Reor emertre &p surt tfie.5 mnuesad he t-hre 3 huritevas
RSN 3 DATA SHIEET (CHARGE RECORD)
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SPECIAL TNSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicat~ed.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) iniutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIN~S:
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures &r pressures at five(5) mitiutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
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RSN 9 DATA SH'EET (C'HA'RGE RECORD)
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TEST DESCRIPTION
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS :
1. Record voltages as in'dicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressured at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
2.
RSN t DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 95. " F DATE / -/z
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RSN 3 DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
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CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. IVOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP.
3 4 10 1; It 9 I t. 1, 0 1- 15 16 11 I V ' Ve 1o '1 2J 2% A 1 I. . '+ 3 1 1 3 34 31 A3 * C- 41 a' 44 1 9 S 51 J6
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OPERATOR I NSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indicated.2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals.
2. Record temperatures &r pressures at five -(5) minutes and then at one (1) hour intervals..
RSN 3 DATA SHEETS (END OF DISCHARGE RECORD) ~p ced CO
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBI ENT TEMPERATURE l5*o (q"5 ° F DATE_. 10 h
TEST DESCRIPTION \ TiAt.sd,
CELL .? IM:Y .T1:i-.[S To 1.1 VOLTS XVMTN(M.7 TO 1.0 .1CuS ?.I!I. TO XIN. T O M1. To MIN. -TO HIN. TO
___ 
.5 VOLT 1 iT
Iv-
__ 
2 Z iI - ___.. I -. ' I , .
-1 - I L : 1 .;4 1. , .14 .2. 2 # 3 3 32 3 : . j . 4 a ' * , 43 ' .' 6 o 7 
OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as indIcated.
reatfive( mines and then atone (1 hour intervals.
___ _ .•, , _.\_' i .i '- I' - I I , , ..
-____I __ _ -_ __ _ _ _
OPERATOR INSPECTION _._
N TR O
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at ,one (1) hour intervals.
ITEM 5
THIRD 750F CAPACITY TEST
E-45
RSN 9 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD) U
TEST PROCEDURE NO. N A PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE " 75* DATE ili 7/.
TEST DESCRI PTION ,
5 MIN. 1 HOUR 2 HOURS 3 HOURS 4 HOURS
CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS TEMP. VOLT PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP VOLTS PRESS TEMP
s/N
2 3t 11 14 15 17 1 19 7 4 75 7A 27 2 29 al) 11 32 33 34 is 6 31 38 39 * 41 47 41 44 4s 4 4 , 50 5 52 53 5 4 S5 6 57 58 59 60 61 62 6 64 651 66 47 6 69 0 7 77 73 47; " 79
SI., 1/-2,7 J_ i,, :&A Ia T Vh~I
.,. I , 1 2" 11
I2 07 7
!q -L I I "I
Z3 I A
y I 2-/ i: -1 3799
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
1. Record voltages as indicated.
S 1 7 ; ...
2 3 4 R o ola e a 90 1 1 1a91d,
RSN I DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DATE
TEST DESCRI PTION
5 HOURS 6 HOURS 7 HOURS 8HOURS 9 HOURS
CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP.
S/ IN I I I
S4 ' ). I I I I . I IV I i I. I . i 7 . . 1 4 1 2' 4 49 1 5 51 ,4 . ,9 .' . ,. 14 6% I'
- . . _ L _ . . ' q j b/. i y !_.. I _ .I
- .. 1o ' ;t.d1/'1 iiz.~ 3'-1 97.3 2 JI91,
/i29ZT T 26 _ . . . I LL, -72
1! 7. 7 r :7 .9-4 -r- _' I / / " Y -2 ' " ' ''"
. ,, . , -, , / . 1 o- - -..
3.2 L..J12!# 4Ao-i1 -. Ac L
-- ' L--£ -f o" -__
J 4 i . o i , .. .. j 4 ,,i9 1. , I , ,I .:lL -
OPERATOR INSPECTIONSPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
. io T ', .,, ..
-9 . ,-,! o ," . , . ,- M ,7 ..- .... ; ,- 1 ,2 , . .1 . ,
SPECIAL INSTRUCTONS :
1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (.5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN I DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PA RA. AMB I ENT TEMPERATU RE DATE
TEST DESCRIPTION
10 HOURS 11 HOURS 12 HOURS 13 HOURS 14 HOURS
CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS RESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TE . VOLTS PPRESS. TEMP.
2 - . . S I _' : .... _ J/
2 -7 JAI m
2. 1 I. I... ; % 1. -..2I./ra ,,.I - ''. I?: .To 2 K of it fI-Z
!! . , r - -i.
- . , .1 , ,1 . . , o,
OET INSPECTION
SPCA .INSTRUCTION :I
-- Le - ' I. - - t-- - - I'j - -- , i , I
.. . R- oL vol ge. 1 ...s s .. _ I d c .. ..
41 ,'-' -e I 'U2Lt- . A it nt s .
334 •_ I . . ...... ..
OP RATOR I NS PECT ION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Record voltages as in1dicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressure& at five (5) minutes and then at three (3) hour intervals.
RSN 9 DATA' SHEE- (C:'HARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. _ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 7T &7 DATE.--;,9
TEST DESCRIPTION
S/ 1815 HOURS 117 HOURS
CELL VOLTS PRESS TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS.TMP. VOLTS PRESS TE. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP.S/N .
2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 I 2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 15 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 4 41 42 43 44 4S 44; 49 5 5 31 5  54 55 56 57 6B 59 60 61 67 63 64 65 66 67 69 5 17 3 74 75 76 7 8 79
"I " - , .I ti
I.. sI r
L L J I L, - 1 - :
-_ I : ./ 4 - V ; 3
I ___ I9.j *AA1I2 1 __1 Iv4i11I iI
VI ;2 . 1 n
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) inutes and then a three (3) hour intervals.
21RSN 9 DATA SHEET (CHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMB I ENT TEMPERATU RE 75'° ± .5 DATE/4 - I - 72
TEST DESCRIPTION
20 HOURS 21 HOURS 22 HOURS j 23 HOURS 24 HOURS
CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. TEP. VOLTS PRESS. TEP. VOLT PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TE.
-/ .,3 A ii .. . / iI EM/ _L i, , VOL -TE-P. --~ ______ iil 38 3' 81 81 81 4J8 58 88  S 1 3 5 43 5 8
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f i 1 , 
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SPEIA ISRCIONS:i
171 1 10
1. Reor votae I-d-."
2ue
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,4 w 41 67 4 W6 T
I,, .13 Id i 6 1- i q n04
SP' ECL IN ST R CT I O
1 . Reco , oltages a ind i c ..
..... i .e( i n the atthre (r t/ / l.I II I l! ! i, I
... : : i ) 1 !i .L 1
ORO INSECIO
SPECIALR INSTRUCTIONS :
Io Record voltages as idcaed
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five () minutes anrd then at three (3) hour intervals..
RSN )' DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 5 5" ' DATE /o--72
TEST DESCRI PTION
5 MIN. 15 MIN. 30 MIN. 45 MIN. 60 MIN.
CELL I VOLTS PRESS. TEMP, VOLTS PRESS. ITEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP.
SI 'I I I I 
iI
I 41 69) 2 1 It I 1 a1- .5 0  t o m 222  ", 2 A :8 ,0 3 1 1I. . 1$ J34 0 .3 jsa1 1 - , a' 4 %0 I S253a 4 %6 5 i 60 o0I6 1 4 6 a 4 A9 1) 7 3 1
"" .'l. . i1 'i 2I ' I .I-177 I #
.4L.4. _I i i
S! 11 .. 12 613! i7__ 5i 4 l
33 I / , / I I /2 5 I . . . __ 1, &Z i 2
t
. _..~."--., / / 'i5
3 PE I A / 1 ', ... ... I e
L3; . e --- _.49 7_+b
1 Ro e as ndicat e.. , '3'
27. 3R ecr .e i .int el., i il 1 / + I' , 12i l ', , "31,3,. .7 ! 4 . . . . ' .. .2i ! i I 32 .
SPCA INTRCIOS
..1. 24coi votg 55s.-
313 ' '. ":~jlY: i . 3~-. /Z ,31
71, , i l' r .,
RSN DATA SHEET (DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE f5f 5 o_ DATE/o -i/,-7Z
TEST DESCRIPTION
75 MIN. 90 MIN. 105 MIN. 120 MIN. 135 MIN.
CELL VOLTS PRESS. TEMP VOLTS PRESS. TEMP. VOLTS PRESS. TEMP VOLTS 
SS TEMP VOLTS IPRESS. TEMP.
SIN I I T -I I ,I 1_1_ 66_6_ 6_ 70_1_ 73_7_ 7 71!7 -_K
S3j A 39 , 41Q141 A4 .. 4 46 W 2 5 1 .6 .57 9 60 ;6 43 66 6 79.
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OPERATOR INSPECTION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
. Record temperatures pressures fv..... .. e (5) minutes and then at one (1) hout intervals.2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) 
minutes and then at one (1) hout intervals.
RSN DATA SHEETS (END OF DISCHARGE RECORD)
TEST PROCEDURE NO. PARA. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 75 of DATE /-~-72
TEST DESCRIPTION
CELL 1.2 HOURS I MTT';TIS TO 1.1 VOI.TS I MINrFS TO 1.0 VOLIS MIIN. TO MIN. TO MIN. TO MIN. .TO HIN. TO T
,izIC 'r TcP :1 . .ClP. MIN. iR S7. Ti.. P. 0.5 VOLT 0.0 VOLT -0.5 VOLT -1.0 VO7 T -1.5 VOLT
7 // \ / / / /7 77
N _ 3 / - 3
, ___"_ _ -: I H l
OPERATOR INSPECTION
10 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:L1. Record voltages as indicated.
2. Record temperatures & pressures at five (5) minutes and then at -one (1) hour intervals.
2.Rcodtepraues&prsursatfve()miuesad hn tne() or neras
ITEM 6
PRECHARGE MEASUREMENT
AND
ELECTRODE CAPACITY TEST
E-54
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Couples Plant - Joplin. Missouri
TYPE TEST: /P0_4 h'trc. Iserm s n /g TEST SPECIMEN NO. 2L
TEST PROCEDURE NO. 14 DATE •9//n* TIME 144a9 / 9' f
TEST PARA. REF. NO. I E. P. BAT. YPE N-21 S. N.
AMBIENT TEMP. 26- OF *5 BAT. NO.
BATT. TEMP. oF YE PROGRAM: PROD. O QUAL. O R D '
PREVIOUS TEST: n-, IAr - l/n .
TIME VOLTS AMPS TIME VOLTS AMPS
f_
V99 4= /a - -30
t1, go 1.0 - 24
-Z.091,20 1 .4
o 41 o o. 18 11A _, ? I , 
__
- 0  - 3" "94_ 16_
1020. 2" 
_o 
_ 
_
SVoltmeter Ammeter
V tTYPE tt , ,Ammeter
MODEL 3/ - --
SIN ______SI
CALIB. FACTOR In" = z 9 / ' -
--- -CAIB. DUE DATE ,/.t/I2 - -. '_-
OPERATOR 
_ __ 
_
ENGINEER
INSPECTOR
TF-.41 w HTAKIr PTG s387 E-55
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
P Couples Plant - Joplin, Missouri
fe a S s e %W,..
TYPE TEST: / TEST SPECIMEN NO.
TEST PROCEDURE NO. A'JO DATE /o' -e - 2 - TIME /LJ/
TEST PARA. REF. NO. E. P. BAT. TYPE k'fL - I S. N.
AMBIENT TEMP. UL," OF BAT. NO.
BATT. TEMP. OF TYPE PROGRAM: PROD. [] QUAL. O R & D [
PREVIOUS TEST:
1/ 62 12
TIME VOLTS AMPS TIME VOLTS AMPS
v iZ7 j, 2 i.27 /.27 /.27
Ms. / ./ L . ,0. .v- 9Z
/jn/,- 4,L7 i,/ hL /,, 3_
C210 , UDT / /.,1 U2- 14- 4
d3 .1, _ I ___
2j .5I To 1 0- 9" L 4fr I ' 1___
4/ 1 To a 11 o, f f 7w. 1 7. kA / 0",'S _ ....A I, / ,
" _ _ A ., /?,_ __Voltmeter Ammeter
__ 
Ira J~5L 1L7Ji5k, TYPE
/ 7Z Is/ 
17 2 2API e. I Z . CALI. FACTOR- 1, 06c -. 9 ..
CALB, DUE DATE LtLJI/,OEA7 70, 0 o R '___' Z 0OPERATO
__ENGINEER
_INSPECTOR
TF-41 WHITAKER PTG 8387 E-56
EAGLE-PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Couples Plant - Joplin, Missouri
TYE TEST: _ -mv - JA cm P de f t 0 TEST SPECIMEN NO.
TEST PROCEDURE NO. DATE I//- - - TIME / .4/
TEST PARA. REF. NO. E. P. BAT. TYPE dA/-I.I S.N. jj gel
AMBIENT TEMP. OF _ BAT. NO.
BATT. TEMP. OF TYPE PROGRAM: PROD. O QUAL. O R & D O
PREVIOUS TEST:
0" de 74 19 1 /e9 ., 3
TIME VOLTS AMPS TIME VOLTS AMPS
ewr 1.3 1. J 4 t., ,I 3J /.,JG 1.35
oit / I, . Z, , / d/
19- /, 4 /.. / / , /,AP 
__ 
/_ 
_ _
j. 11 '// //L j.JrJo I L qL " 5 _
&/-. /./ /.2/ ~L o /. ~ / __ /i. t
! L t 1.9_ i, 1 Y2 If; [t/. 2!
o Jei, . i3 f1 z q2 1 2.3 /. 2.
3:k5,. -iS /.2/ /.2/ i../ -0. ,
-. X'0:5 . k sf 3 Y!. o e.3 1t 
__,_0, 722. L 3:eJ> 3.O3 . 0s A '3 s /It
-or 4:3d q",'d S 4,i;s v 2 o
- o ,;r33 4 '*4 /,'a7 Z/'0 ,' q09zN -- 43.
.2.2.i2.z .Z 2- , 0 21.7 2.( 1 3, 7
Voltmeter Ammeter
TYPE
MODEL
..... _S/N
CALIB. FACTOR
CALIB. DUE DATE
OPERATOR
ENGINEER
INSPECTOR
WHITAKZER PTG 8387 E- 57
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